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"179. Alcoves" pattern by Christopher Alexander (quotation), 176
1880
University of Iowa writers’ workshops, 177
1896
George Cook’s "Verse Making" course, 177
1994
Hillside Group introduction to writers’ workshops, 5
software patterns community, writers’ workshop start, xiv, 4
1998
technical writers’ workshop used for product launch, 8
2000
writers’ workshop used for Hillside Group evaluation, 9

Acceptance
See Also Approval; Validation
fears based on, 29
of formal workshop setting by software community, 47
process for writer’s workshop, shepherd’s role, 97, 100
summarization as source of, 124
(term description), 29, 124
as writers’ workshop gift, 39
Accommodations (shared)
as culture component, 79
danger of not participating in, 183
Accuracy of the claims
as technical writers’ workshop subject, xvi
Actions
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions; Evaluation; Reviewers/reviewing
negative
debates among workshop members, 60
insults, protecting authors from, 112, 144
Active listening
See Also Listening; Skill(s)
(term description), 63
Adam and Eve
transparency and understandability issues, 119
Aesthetics
See Also Appearance; Style
concerns
as creative writers’ workshop subject, xvi
of user-visible patterns, 93
as danger to appropriate comments, 92
of "Sentences My Father Used" by Charles Bernstein, 120
"Against Method" by Paul Feyerabend, 206
AI (artificial intelligence)
in "Is Jack Gilbert’s Mind a Computer" story, 83
Aleshire, Joan
meaning of poem, reader expectations, 95
Alexander, Christopher
See Also Pattern(s)
"179. Alcoves" pattern, (quotation), 176
as canon member, 80
Hillside Group relationship to, 5
"A Pattern Language," 205
as canon component, 80
Hillside Group influenced by, 5
purpose and characteristics, 5
(quotation), 176
"The Perfection of Imperfection," 205
(quotation), 129
philosophy, user-visible patterns relationship
to, 93
"The Timeless Way of Building," 205
as canon component, 80
vocabulary, technical writers’ workshop use, 78
Allerton Conference Center
See Also Conferences; Location
characteristics of, 79
as setting for PLoP, 74
Amateur
vs. professional, practice as differentiator, 37
Amphitheater
natural, (term description), 73
Anderson, Bruce
conversion to pattern writers’ workshop, 8
Annotation
See Also Critical, writing; Teaching
(term description), 182
Anonymous peer review
See Also Review(s)
advantages and disadvantages of, 43, 109
as fly-on-the-wall strategy, 114
(term description), 43
"Apocalypse Now" film
preparation and practice activities, 38
Appearance
See Also Aesthetics; Style
impact on discussion, 87
of piece to be workshopped
issues, 86
neatness and modesty as a value in, 87
Applause
as workshop gift to author, in response to
author’s gift of work-in-progress, 152
Apprehension
denotation vs. connotation, 119
Approval
See Also Acceptance; Validation
fears based on, 29
(term description), 29, 124
as writers’ workshop gift, 39
Arc
See Also Cycle
conflict-crisis-resolution, as fiction craft
component, 136
content classification, ordering of pieces
consideration, 85
emotional
balancing at end of workshop session, 152
of the creative cycle, xv
of maturation
changes in writers’ workshop benefits, 170
learning from those further along, 168
ordering of pieces consideration, 85
in risky making, 161
transitions characteristic of, 172
uncertain course, 30
writers’ workshop role in, 173
Art
See Also Craft; Creativity; Music; Poetry;
Writing
end-point vs. work-in-progress, impact on
artist, 33
making
commonalities with software making, 28
flexibility vs. creativity in, 26
skill development, 39
triggers role in, 26
projects, as creativity-loosening exercise, 81
as source of quality, for positive feedback,
129
"Art and Fear: Observations on the Perils (and
Rewards) of Art-making" by David
Bayles and Ted Orland, 205
Art of the Wild conference (Squaw Valley)
See Also Conferences
Gary Snyder’s readings, 82
Attention
See Also Listening
fear’s deleterious effects on, 30
by moderator, on author during fly-on-the-wall role, 113
during practice, importance of, 168
practice combined with, as hallmark of professional, 38
specific requests for, placing after the initial reading, 107
on the work, as antidote to focusing on fear, 30
value for improving skill in making things, 26

Attitudes and attributes
See Also Emotions; Negative, attitudes and attributes; Positive, attitudes and attributes; Work-in-progress
author, separation from work, 145
brilliance, as rare commodity, 59
clarity, creative vs. technical writers’ workshops, 119
compassion for one’s self, as consequence of spirit of generosity, 80
competitiveness, 42, 58, 141
of experienced writers, See Experienced writers
generosity, 80
gentleness, 102
gift-giving, 80
of graphics and artwork, as positive feedback component, 129
jealousy, as anonymous peer review complication, 43
kindness, 99
mean-spiritedness, 59
of moderator, See Moderator(s)
negativity, as problem for moderator, 67
of novices, See Novice(s)
politeness, workshop success dependent on, 114
separation of self from work, importance for author, 114
territoriality, 45, 61
towards workshop process, creative vs. technical community, 41
of work, that contribute to quality, 129
work-in-progress as, consequences of, 41
xenia, 80

Audience(s)
See Also Role(s)
in creative vs. technical writers’ workshop, 53
Hillside Group design of rules to permit, 8
ideal, 55
impact on setting of workshop, 73
natural amphitheater arrangement of, 73
non-participatory, 55
(term description), 54
participatory, 55
preparation for writers’ workshops, 85
(term description), 54
position and stance, as creative writers’ workshop subject, xvi
preparation for workshops by attending as, 96
responsibilities of, 55
during suggestions for improvement, 144
target
of book, xvii
crucial role in assessing technical writing comprehensibility, 123
writing for, obtaining feedback on success of, 117
(term description), 53
types of, 54
Auditor
as Bread Loaf term for audience, 73

Author(s)
See Also Gift(s); Role(s); Safety; Work-in-progress
alternatives to, in initial reading, 106
audience allowed by, 73
co-authors, handling of, 54
creative, benefits of book, xvii
defensiveness
avoidance during clarification stage, 147
disadvantages of, 111
moderator handling, 112, 148
development, software pattern community practices for, 6
emotional needs and expectations
aligning with culture of workshop, 94
handling during suggestions for improvement stage, 144
impact on success of workshop, 61
moderator tactics for handling, 132
Author(s) (cont.)
end-point vs. work-in-progress, impact on artist, 33
experienced writers’ workshop dangers for, xvii
writers’ workshop impact on, xv
as expert
focus on writing, not content a consequence of, 60
impact on suggestions for improvement stage, 135
feedback guidelines, (appendix), 201
as final judge of how to use workshop comments, 156
fly-on-the-wall role
difficulties with, 110
mechanisms for creating illusion, 111
origins, 3
role violations, 113
room formations that support, 72
workshop success dependent on, 114
during workshopping, (chapter), 109
gifts, of work-in-progress, 35
hopes, in return for gift of work-in-progress, 37
importance of summary for, 118
intended reading, notetaking about differences between reader perception and, 118
introductions of, guidelines for, 75
limitations, in revising a piece, handling, 143
location, importance for effectiveness of the workshop, 72
moderator relationship to author’s advocate, 144
during fly-on-the-wall role, 113
monitoring author’s state, 131, 141
as most important players in writers’ workshops, 54
motives, focus on, as failure cause in creative writers’ workshops, 48
new, writers’ workshop impact on, xv
novice, writers’ workshop dangers for, xvi
obstreperous, moderator handling, 112
participation, during endpoints of workshop, 149
posture, importance for effectiveness of the workshop, 72
preparation for writers’ workshops, 85
questions, during clarifications stage, 147
reading by, as initial phase of workshop, (chapter), 101
references to, during workshop, 111
responsibilities
deciding if workshop with be of benefit or not, 95
take what is food for you and leave the rest, 139
safety
as consequence of work-in-progress attitude, 41
protection from insults during workshop, 112
requirement for success of workshop, 110
setting importance for, 69
separation of self from work
as benefit of writers’ workshop, 37
importance of, 114, 145
role in art making, 39
as skill aided by working on other people’s work, 16
special instructions from, placing after the initial reading, 107, 130
specific workshopping goals, 86
suggestions for improvement, as pure gifts from the reviewers, 145
summarization value, 125
support for, in good suggestions for improvement sessions, 138
surrogate, situations where needed, 67
technical, benefits of book, xvii
termination of fly-on-the-wall role, 147
thanks, during clarifications stage, 148
workshop, culture determination in advance by, 94
as writers’ workshop role, 2
Authority
See Also Moderator(s)
of author
respect for in good workshops, 138
to “take what is food for you and leave the rest,” 139
difficulties with
when moderator’s boss is a workshop participant, 112
when project leader is workshop participant, 67
of voice, as craft term, 78
Autonomous
See Also Fly-on-the-wall author role critic, limitations, 34

Background
role in art making, 28
Bailey, Benjamin
John Keats letter to, 185
Balance
as consequence of range of comment types, 133
real power as shepherd, with effective review, 99
Barter
gift economy use, 42
Bass, Rick
dash use by, 162
Bavaria, Germany
as setting for EuroPLoP, 75
Bayles, David
"Art and Fear: Observations on the Perils (and Rewards) of Art-making," 205
Beck, Kent
Hillside Group relationship to, 5
Behavior
See Also Responsibilities
boundaries, interaction with gift ethos, 58
family-like, in writers' workshops, 58
humane, ritual setting support for, 46
norms
establishment of in on-going workshops, 69
impact on the experience, 2
patterns of, as culture component, 77
rules
importance in suggestions for improvement stage, 143
as shared culture component, 37
stylized, of writers' workshop, 2
swarming, writers' workshop compared with, xiv
Bell-shaped distribution
of experience levels, recommendations, 56
of writing levels, 130

Benefits
See Also Gift(s); Xenia
for author, responsibility of author to determine, 95
of diversity, for experienced writers, 68
of group practices, (chapter), 11
of listening, applying to one's own work, 15
for novices, of experienced moderators, 32
psychological, of separation of author from work, 37
of release early phenomenon, 17
writers' workshops, xvii
affirmation, 173
to author, (quotation), 35
craft understanding and skill improvement, 15
education in selection and critical skills, 39
experience level changes in, 170
for experienced writers, 39, 165
of novice moderator training, 63
(quotation), 95
reflection on craft issues, 16
separation of author from work, 37
Bernstein, Charles
"Controlling Interests," (footnote), 120
"Sentences My Father Used," (quotation), 120
"Berryman" by W. S. Merwin
(quotation), 167
"Beyond the Writers' Workshop: New Ways to Write Creative Nonfiction" by Carol Bly, 205, 183
Bibliography
(chapter), 205
"big picture"
shallow and broad review handling of, 91
Biological breaks
inter-session ritual use, 153
Bishop, Elizabeth
as canon member, 80
Bishop, Wendy
"Released Into Language: Options for Teaching Creative Writing," 205, 183
Bly, Carol
"Beyond the Writers' Workshop: New Ways to Write Creative Nonfiction," 205, 183
Bly, Robert
translation of Pablo Neruda's "Twenty Poems," 182
Bobrow, Daniel
reference-counting garbage collector work, 135

Bonds
See Also Culture
exercises that build, as software pattern
community practice, 6
of the gift economy, 41
gifts role in forming, 49

Boss
See Authority

Boulder Creek meeting
development of software pattern community
practices at, 6
of Hillside Group, 5

Brain
emotionally disturbed children, writers’
workshop-like work with, 19
writing mechanisms within, 18, 178

Brainstorming
See Also Group(s), types of activities
as fertile source of rituals for writers’
workshops, 81
as group activity that assists the individual, 11
as group practice that aids individual creativity,
1
-like mode, dynamic comment process like, 91
as short-term collaboration, 14
(term description), 11
writers’ workshop compared with, xiv

Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference
See Also Conferences; Location
Alan Shapiro denotative gloss advocacy, 104
audience
as part of, 53
permitted at, 73
characteristics of, 78
as creative writers’ workshop, 2
culture of, 69
as established creative writers’ workshop, 77
getting there, as part of the culture, 78
workshop leader characteristics, 64
as workshop with relatively uniform expertise
and expectation level, 61

Brilliance
See Also Attitudes and attributes
as rare commodity, 59

Brogan, T. V. F.
"New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and
Poetics," 206

Brooke, Robert E.
"Writing and Sense of Self: Identity
Negotiation in Writing Workshops," 205, 183
"but”
deleterious effects of, in positive feedback
stage, 131

Canon
See Also Culture
readings as instrument for building a, 81
writers’ workshops, 80

Carson, Anne
"Economy of the Unlost," 205
xenia definition in, 181

Cezanne, Paul
art as selected details, 15

Chaos
See Also Order; Pattern(s); Structure(s)
emergence of order from, writers’ workshop
compared with, xiv

Charrette(s)
See Also Group(s), types of activities
design
face-to-face interaction in, 14
as group practice that aids individual
creativity, 1
as group activity that assists the individual, 12
(term description), 12

Chemistry
See Attitudes and attributes
"Childhood and Poetry” by Pablo Neruda,
182

ChiliPLoP (Arizona) conference
See Also Conferences
as established technical writers’ workshop, 78
Neruda, Pablo, (quotation), 49
as regional PLoP conference, 177
writing practice in, 83

Chip
CPU, normal distribution in manufacture of, 180
Circle  
See Also Structure(s)  
as ideal layout for room, 71
Circumstances  
See Also Triggers  
role in art making, 28
Clapton, Eric  
impromptus, 178
Clarification/clarity  
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Stages of  
the writers’ workshop  
creative vs. technical workshop issues, 119  
as goal of work summary, 117  
request by moderator, as exception to author  
silence rule, 111  
stage, of writers’ workshop, (chapter), 147  
thought, as writing improvement component,  

Classification  
See Also Structure(s); Types of  
of pieces, by moderator, as part of review order  
determination, 93
Classroom-style organization  
deletious effects on writers’ workshops, 71
 Cliques  
as shared culture danger, 183
Clock rate  
of CPU chips, normal distribution of, 180
Close reading  
See Also Tools  
as pedagogical tool, 181  
writers’ workshop as a form of, 2
Closure  
emotional, as work of wrapping up stage,  

Co-authors  
See Also Author(s)  
handling of, 54
Co-ownership  
See Also Author(s); Ownership; Shared;  
Work-in-progress  
suggestions for improvement stage threat to,  
141  
temporary, as hallmark of best workshops,  
138
Coda  
the work of making things, (chapter), 167

Code review  
See Also Review(s); Writers’ workshops,  
format  
writers’ workshop format use with, 18
Collaboration  
See Also Face-to-face interaction; Group(s);  
Interaction(s); Shared  
evaluation  
advantages, 13  
open source as example of value, 14  
in making things, power of, 168  
pair writing, as activity that assists the  
individual writer, 12  
practices that benefit individuals, (chapter), 11  
role in writers’ workshop “midwife” job, 20  
work-in-progress evaluation, value of, 34
Colleagues  
as review resource, 43
Color  
of graphics and artwork, as positive feedback  
component, 129
Comments  
See Also Feedback; Improvement;  
Responsibilities; Teaching  
appropriate  
aesthetics not a subject for, 92  
ignorance as danger to, 92  
content as subject for, creative vs. technical  
writers’ workshops, 139  
contradictory reviewer, subjective nature of  
writing indicated by, 139  
creative vs. technical writers’ workshops, 87, 88  
different types depending on stage of the piece,  
86  
dynamics, of workshop process, 90  
effective, in suggestions for improvement stage,  
138  
from experienced writers, importance of,  
164  
framing as questions, 100  
inappropriate, dangers of, xvii  
interrelated, as skilled moderator tool, 62  
moderator preparation and use, 94  
negative, during positive feedback, deleterious  
impact on safety, 132  
order of, importance for maximizing authorial  
comfort, 70
Comments (cont.)
positive
bad effects of requiring reviewers to provide, 132
Sandra McPherson door-to-door comments, 102
as tactic for providing emotional closure, 151
by shepherd, importance of establishing the right tone, 98
shorthand, for repeated phrases, 133
types of
author preferences, 87
in suggestions for improvement stage, 138
understanding of the work impact on, 118
work-focused, as goal, 92
workshop, handling in post-workshop revision process, 155
written
giving to author, 153
value for experienced writer, 172
Commitments
See Also Attitudes and attributes
importance of shepherd keeping, 98
Commodity economy
See Also Economy; Gift(s)
vs. gift economy, 42
law of diminishing returns in, 181
operations in parallel with gift economy, 42
(term description), 42
Commonalties
See Also Culture
of purpose, safe setting created by, 71
in risky making, 25
in software and art making, 28
Communication
See Also Creative writers’ workshops, vs. technical writers’ workshops
crucial importance in technical writing, 116
reading out loud reinforcement of, 102
Communities
See Also Conferences; Creative writing; Culture; Group(s); Pattern(s); Shared bond-building exercises, in software pattern community, 6
creative writing
Community of Writers Workshop in Poetry (Squaw Valley), 77, 82
cross fertilization with software community insights and practices, xviii
history of writers’ workshops, xiv
history of writers’ workshops, 1, 2
culture, as consequence of work-in-progress attitude, 41
gift economy
dynamics in, 41
failure to recognize, as source of workshop failure, 41
as writers’ workshop salient characteristic, 39
initiation of, as consequence of work-in-progress attitude, 41
literature-building, writers’ workshop as ritual within, 80
open source, “release early, release often” maxim, 17
software
cross fertilization with creative writing community insights and practices, xvii
formal setting acceptance by, 47
patterns, Hillside Group introduction to writers’ workshops, 5
patterns, literature building efforts, 6
patterns, writers’ workshop history, xiv, 7
supportive, writers’ workshop as, 172
of trust
enhancement by authors staying together for duration of workshop, 70
safe setting created by, 71
work-in-progress, shared purpose and culture of, 37
writing arts, shepherding limitations, 46
Community of Writers Workshop in Poetry (Squaw Valley)
as established creative writers’ workshop, 77
See Also Conferences
writing on location at, 82
Companies
See Organization(s)
Compassion
See Also Attitudes and attributes
for one’s self, as consequence of spirit of generosity, 80
Competition
See Also Economy
commodity economy role, 42
deleterious impact on gift ethos, 58
within technical workshops, as danger in
suggestions for improvement stage, 141
Completion
See Also Work-in-progress
knowing when work has reached, 166
level of work, determining when ready to be
workshopped, 17
Comprehension
context dependence, in technical writing, 123
creative vs. technical workshop issues, 119
failure of, eliciting reasons for, 165
Computer chips
normal distribution in manufacture of, 180
Computing
vocabulary, technical writers’ workshop use, 78
Conferences
See Also Art of the Wild conference (Squaw
Valley); Bread Loaf Writers’ Conference;
ChiliPLoP (Arizona) conference;
EuroPLoP (European Pattern
Languages of Programs) conference;
KoalaPLoP (Australia) conference;
Mensore PLoP (Japan) conference;
Napa Valley Writers’s Conference; PLoP
(Pattern Languages of Programs)
conference; Squaw Valley;
Sugar Loaf PLoP (Latin America)
conference; UP (Using Patterns)
conference; Writers’ workshops
anonymous peer review process, 44
crowded accommodations, as technical writers’
workshop practice, 8
multi-workshop
genres as partitioning mechanism in, 82
leader rotation in, 82
software pattern community, 6
writers’ workshop, as alternative to, xiv
Confusion
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions
creative workshop handling of, 120
handling
creative vs. technical writers’ workshops, 122
in suggestions for improvement, 184
implicit presence of triggers as cause of, 117
masking of, work summary as tool for
avoiding, 123
uncovering, as role of work summary, 120
Connotations
vs. denotation, 119
vs. literal meaning, 119
unintended, work summary uncovering of, 117
Constructed works
structure and craft, as creative writers’
workshop subject, xvi
Content
See Also Craft; Structure(s); Writing
as appropriate topic for discussion, tension
around, 139
author as expert on, 59
classification arc, ordering of pieces
consideration, 85
craft focus vs., author as expert attitude
support of, 60
experience, impact on writers’ workshop, 56
focus on
as failure cause in creative writers’
workshops, 47
as failure cause in technical writers’
workshop, 48
not responding to, importance in emotionally-
disturbed children story, 19
strategies for deflecting discussion on, 66
technical, handling of, 59
in technical writing, privileged over writing
quality, 140
well-explored, handling in creative workshops,
140
when appropriate to discuss, 66
writing as releaser of, 19
Context
See Also Setting
dependence, for comprehension, in technical
writing, 123
establishing
initial reading role in, 104
opening remarks guidelines, 75
pedagogical
examples of, 84
fly-on-the-wall strategy can work with
anonymous review, 114
impact on participant qualifications, 56
Context (cont.)
interaction of craft lectures and
workshopping process, 62
setting of workshop, 84
remote and rural, as part of the culture, 78
safe, creating a context that enhances, 25
of specific work, workshop benefits, 16
"continuous integration"
as extreme programming maxim, 17
Contributions
benefits of, in creative writers workshop, 15
Contributors
in creative writers' workshops, (term
description), 182
"Controlling Interests" by Charles Bernstein
(footnote), 120
Cook, George
"Verse Making" course, 177
Courage
as secret to work of making things, 167
(term description), 167
Craft
See Also Art; Creativity; Music; Poetry;
Skill(s); Teaching; Tools; Writing
discussions, creative workshop difficulties
with, 140
elements
as creative writers' workshop subject, xvi
example of workshop focus on, 187
examples of, 89
of software patterns, 139
expertise, impact on writers' workshop, 56
focus on, as releasing mechanism, 20
improvement
critique based on craft importance, 31
suggestions for improvement stage, 135
tools for, 89
tools for, practice and reflection as, 21
writing about craft elements, 84
issues, in context of specific work, 16
knowledge, role in art making, 28
language for poets, 141
lectures
as component of national workshops, 81
in creative writers' workshops, 62
mastery
habits of professionals, 37
workshop moderators, in creative vs.
technical writers' workshops, 64
Maxine Kumin's approach to, 65
of Michelangelo, 178
pedagogical principles, for effective
development, 141
vs. Romantic preference for nature, 140
skills, revision, (chapter), 155
terms, 78
topics, in creative writers' workshops, 164
triger transformation, workshop help with, 136
understanding, as benefit of workshopping, 15
writers' workshop applicability, 2
Craige, Betty Jean
"Lorca's Poet in New York: The Fall into
Consciousness," 205
Creative writers' workshops
See Also Teaching; Technical writers'
workshops; Writers' workshops; Writing
advanced workshop characteristics, 171
Alan Shapiro denotative gloss advocacy, 104
audience generally not part of, 55
author as expert implications, 60
benefits, studying with experts as, 173
canon, 80
craft
discussions, difficulties with, 140
topics in, 164
dumbing down danger, 123
dummies of well-known, 77
dum of workshop experiences, 187
experienced moderators, gift economy and, 182
failure causes, 41, 47
feedback guidelines, (appendix), 201
fly-on-the-wall role violations in, 113
history of, xiv
intimacy of, 35
leaders
skills, 61
strategies for deflecting content discussion, 66
as teachers, 67
listening, benefits of, 15
participating in discussions, benefits of, 15
rewriting poems in, 14

dangers of, 93

shepherding limitations, 46
strategies for maintaining focus on work, 70
subjects and concerns of, xvi
summarization example, 190

vs. technical writers’ workshops
aggressiveness in, 185
attitudes towards workshop process, 41
audience, 53, 55
benefits of workshop, 170
clarity and understanding of work, 119
craft expertise of workshop moderators, 64
expert writers as moderators, 173
explanations in initial reading of work, 105
family-like behavior in, 58
fly-on-the-wall role, 72
formal setting adherence differences, 57
game types, 81
handling confusion in, 121, 122
initial reading, 101
shallow review advantages, 92
suggestions for improvement tactics, 136
summarization of piece as area of greatest
difference, 3
summary of work, 115, 116
teaching role of moderator, 94
things to look for in suggestions for
improvement stage, 137
transparency and understandability in,
119
types of comments appropriate to, 87
types of feedback from, 88
value of good writing in its own right, 90
(term description), xiv, xviii
vocabulary of, 78
where to find, 2
workshop leader characteristics, 64

Creative writing
See Also Technical, writing; Writers’
workshops; Writing
benefits of book for, xvii

communities
cross fertilization with software community
insights and practices, xviii
informality preferences, 47
craft expertise, impact on writers’ workshop, 56
detail selection, personal vs. needs of the piece,
15
vs. software writing, writer vulnerabilities, 48
(term description), xiv, xviii
transparency and understandability in, 119

Creativity
See Also Gift(s); Practice(s); Triggers
Albert Einstein quotation, 27
criticism risks, creating a context that reduces,
25
duende relationship to, 33
enhancement of, by craft discussion in the
context of a specific work, 16
flexibility vs., role in art making, 26
games as stimulant to, 81
group practices that aid, 1
process cycle, writer’s workshop role, xv
triggers relationship to, 26

Critical
reading
annotation as tool for, 182
pedagogical value, 181
skills, role in art making, 39
writing, about craft elements, as pedagogical
tool, 84

Criticism
See Also Comments; Feedback;
Responsibilities
avoidance, importance in emotionally-
disturbed children story, 19
craft-based, importance for improvement, 31
damage control importance, 68
effective, writers’ workshop facilitation of, 2
experience with, impact on writers’ workshop,
57
group, vs. private act of writing, as writers’
workshop paradox, xv
guidelines, experience level buffering by, 57
harsh, impact on novices, 32
initial concerns about, by Hillside Group, 7
New Critics, philosophy, 3
Criticism (cont.)
  positive suggestions importance as companion to, 144
  requirement that possible fix be included along with, 4
  risks of, creating a context that reduces, 25
  during suggestions for improvement stage, dangers of, 135
  as tool for discovering avenues of improvement, during suggestions for improvement stage, 135
Critiques
  See Also Group(s), types of activities
  as group activity that assists the individual, 11
  as short-term collaboration, 14
  (term description), 11
Cross-fertilization
  See Also Creative writers’ workshops, vs. technical writers’ workshops
  of both technical and creative writing communities, as goal of stories and examples, xviii
  of technical writing community, with creative writing workshop insights and practices, xvii
Crowd
  See Group(s)
Crucible
  See Also Gift(s), economy; Metaphors for writers workshop; Transformation as metaphor for writers’ workshop, xvii
Culture
  See Also Bonds; Canon; Communities; Context; Games; Gift(s); Group(s); Ritual(s); Setting; Shared; Xenia
  author support, in ”Is Jack Gilbert’s Mind a Computer” story, 83
  of community, as consequence of work-in-progress attitude, 41
  daily newspapers, as component of, 79
  differences, between Europe and US, 72
  existing workshops, known setting as advantage of, 69
  games role in creating, 81
  geographical setting for workshop impact on, 77
  impact of setting on, 74
  on type of preparation required, 85
  reasons why it works, 80
  route for getting there as component of, 78
  shared accommodations as component of, 79
  cliques as danger of, 183
  stories as component of, 80
  of work-in-progress community, 37
  shepherd as part of, 97
  summary of its value, 84
  (term description), 77
  vocabulary as part of
    in creative writers’ workshops, 78
    in technical writers’ workshops, 78
  of Warren Wilson MFA program, 79
  workshop, shepherd as representative of, 98
  of writers’ workshop ascertainning in advance, 94
  impact on the experience, 2
Cunningham, Ward
  as first author to be workshopped in the software patterns community, 8
Cycle
  See Also Arc
  creative process, writer’s workshop role, xv
  of shepherd/author interactions, 97
da Vinci, Leonardo
  “Mona Lisa,” poem about, illustration of author limitations issues, 143
da Volterra, Daniele
  as defacer of Michelangelo’s ”The Last Judgment,” 179
”The Daily Crumb” newsletter
  as Bread Loaf daily workshop newsletter, 79
Damage
  See Also Criticism; Emotions; Moderator(s), responsibilities; Ritual(s); Safety
  control of
    failure, in product launch workshop story, 67, 142
    importance for effective listening, 68
    of lazy reviewing, 90
    to members, of criticism, 68
Dangers
See Also Benefits; Gift(s); Negative; Responsibilities; Safety; Setting of approval- and acceptance-based fears, 30 criticism
people just waiting to criticize, 132
during suggestions for improvement stage, 135
of dependence on writers' workshop for motivation, 185
destructive
dynamics, generosity amelioration of, xv
dynamics, in product launch workshop story, 142
workshop leaders, 103
dumbing down
of accepting comments from writers who don't understand what you said, 166
in creative workshops, 123
(quotation), 165
ignorance, to appropriate comments, 92
of inappropriate comments, for both experienced and inexperienced writers, xvii
of intimacy of writers' workshop, 41
of not participating in shared accommodations, 183
about question-asking tactics, 144
reviewer rewriting, dangerous and inappropriate nature, 93
of self-organized workshops, 66
of shared culture, cliques as, 183
of suggestions for improvement stage competitive attitude, 141
focus on criticism, 135
of work-in-progress, ameliorating, 69
workshop pattern, 163
of writers' workshops, as initially viewed by the Hillside Group, 7
Dante
"Inferno," moderator compared to the guide Virgil, 72
Dash
Emily Dickinson use, 162, 185
Rick Bass use, 162
semantic value of, 162
"David" by Michelangelo
skills and 'tricks' used to create, 178
Deadline
workshop use as, by experienced writers, 163, 172
"The Death of the Last Centaur" statue as Allerton Park feature, 79
Debates
See Also Actions; Dangers; Negative among workshop members, drawbacks of, 60
Defensiveness
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Negative, attitudes and attributes
by author
moderator handling, 112, 148
technical culture role in producing, 185
avoidance during clarification stage, 147
disadvantages of, 111
Degree programs
See Also Teaching; University of Iowa; Warren Wilson College MFA program
impact on participant qualifications, 56
Delight
See Also Positive
identifying parts of work that, in positive feedback stage, 127
Denotation
vs. connotation, 119
gloss, Alan Shapiro advocacy, 104
Depth review
See Review(s)
Design
See Art, making; Craft; Structure(s)
Design charrette
face-to-face interaction in, 14
as group practice that aids individual creativity, 1
"Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software" by Gamma et al., 206
See Also Pattern(s)
as canon component for software patterns community, 80
"Gang of Four" as name for, 78
Hillside Group role in development of, 5
Destructive
See Also Dangers; Negative, attitudes and attributes; Safety
dynamics
generosity amelioration of, xv
in product launch workshop story, 142
Destructive (cont.)
workshop leaders, hard judgmental poetry
workshop leader story, 103

Details
irrelevant, detecting and handling of, 15
role in summary of work stage, 115
selection of, creative writing, personal vs. needs
of the piece, 15

Determination
See Also Actions; Responsibilities
of acceptance, as shepherd's power, 100
of culture, by workshop authors, 94
of finished appearance level, impact on work-in-progress impression, 86
of piece review order, by moderator, 93
of when a work is ready to be workshopped, 17
of workshop
appropriateness, as author responsibility, 95
style, 94

Deutsch, Peter
reference-counting garbage collector work, 135

Deviance
positive, (term description), 130

Dickey, Christopher
“Summer of Deliverance,” 205

Dickey, James
revision practices, 157
"Self-Interviews,” 205

Dickinson, Emily
as canon member, 80
dash use by, 162, 185

Difficulties
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Dangers;
Skill(s); Tools
authority
when moderator’s boss is a workshop participant, 112
when project leader is workshop participant, 67
of building a literature, software pattern
community solutions to, 6
with craft discussions, creative writers’ workshops, 140
discussion, deeply buried nature of language as
source of, 140
of experienced writers, 131
with fly-on-the-wall role
for author, 110
for author, (quotation), 114
in hearing, during positive feedback, 184
in listening, during positive feedback, 132
of notetaking, recommendations, 88
of work, as property of risky making, 25
of writing, xiii

Dignity of author
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Dangers;
Gift(s); Moderator(s), responsibilities;
Safety
enhancement by focus on work, 70
preservation of, as requirement for success of workshop, 110

Direction
See Also Author(s)
writers’ workshop role in finding, xv

Director
weak moderator viewed as, 64

Discovery
See Also Creativity
writing as tool for, 19, 168

Discussion(s)
See Also Feedback; Teaching
benefits of participating in, 15
content
strategies for deflecting, 66
tension around, 139
when appropriate, 66
craft
creative workshop difficulties with, 140
generative aspects, 16
postmodern relativism as barrier, 140
difficulties, deeply buried nature of language as
source of, 140
groups, as component of national workshops, 81
impact of appearance on, 87
poetry
"Is Jack Gilbert’s Mind a Computer,” 83
"Of Mere Being” by Wallace Stevens, 121
"Sentences My Father Used” by Charles Bernstein, 120
"Disney Animation: The Illusion of Life” by
Frank Thomas and Ollie Johnson, 207
Dissociation
See Separation of author from work
Distinctive environment
See Also Context; Setting
as source of strength in writers' workshops, 81
Distortions
See Also Craft; Tools
as Michelangelo craft tool, 178
Distribution
See Also Arc; Cycle
of experience levels, recommendations, 56
normal
role in manufacture of computer chips, 180
(term description), 179
of quality, within a piece, differentiating, 130
role in art making, 181
statistical, quality assurance use of, 181
Diversity
See Also Attitudes and attributes
of experience
bridging, as moderator role, 58
value for group of experienced writers, 68
of reviewers, strong advantage of, 91
of revision strategies, in good suggestions for
improvement sessions, 138
"Do I eat a peach"
as interpretation of "Time Leaves," 187
Dobyns, Stephen
stealing recommendations, 161
Documentation
review of, writers' workshops as replacement
for, 4
Dogs
See Also Stories
two skinny dogs in plaza of Taos Pueblo story,
102
followup experience, 104
Doing
See Practice(s)
Domain(s)
See Also Author(s); Content
author as expert on, 59
expertise issues, technical writers' workshops,
56
Donne, John
as canon member, 80
Door-to-door comments story, 102
Drafts
See Also Piece(s); Revision; Work-in-progress
early
drawbacks of workshopping when too
rough, 17
as inappropriate for some workshops, 85
when to workshop, 86
workshopping length for, 86
workshops designed to handle, 17
written at the workshop, workshops designed
to handle, 17
Dubus, Andre
craft elements, 89
Duende
belief about creativity's relationship to, 33
semantics of, 178
(term description), 178
Dumbing down as danger
of accepting comments from writers who don't
understand what you said, 166
in creative workshops, 123
(quotation), 165
in uncritical acceptance of all comments, 163
Duration
impact on nature and depth of involvement, 14
of stay, importance for building community of
trust, 70
of workshop sessions, 4
as indicator of workshop style, 70
Dynamics
See Also Attitudes and attributes
of comment process, 90
destructive
generosity amelioration of, xv
in product launch workshop story, 142
gift economy, 42
group
inter-session rituals importance for
managing, 153
moderator balancing, 144
moderator impact on, 64
moderator sensitivity requirement, 63
Eagleton, Terry, 205
Eckstein, Jutta
interview with the author, 205
Economy
See Also Culture
commodity
vs. gift economy, 42
law of diminishing returns in, 181
operations in parallel with gift economy, 42
(term description), 42
gift
as code of ethics source, 80
vs. commodity economy, 42
experienced moderators and, 182
as factor in lives of poets, 174
failure to recognize, as source of workshop failure, 41
group transformation through magic of, 49
operations in parallel with commodity economy, 42
vs. paid moderators, as writers’ workshop paradox, xv
(term description), 41
as writers’ workshop salient characteristic, 39
"Economy of the Unlost" by Anne Carson, 205
xenia definition in, 181
Education
See Teaching
Effective
See Also Benefits; Tools
author strategy, in handling multiple review comments, 138
comments, in suggestions for improvement stage, 138
craft discussions, deleterious effect of postmodern relativism on, 140
criticism, writers’ workshop facilitation of, 2
families, writers’ workshop comparison to, 49
improvement
standard review vs. writers’ workshop, 4
suggestions, question-asking tactics, 144
leaders, Maxine Kumin’s style, 65
practice
selection as strategy for, 166
writing poems every day, 160
review process, balancing power of shepherd with, 99
work, fear’s deleterious effects on, 30
writers’ workshops
arrangement of people importance for, 71
author location importance for, 72
factors that influence, 2
hallmarks of, 149
room layout importance for, 71
sound environment importance for, 74
Einstein, Albert
(quotation), 27
"What Life Means to Einstein: An Interview by George Sylvester Viereck," 206
"The Elephants Teach: Creative Writing Since 1880" by D. G. Myers, 206
history of writers’ workshops in, 177
Eliot, T. S.
(quotation), 171
"The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Criticism," 206
(quotation), 162
Elkin, Linda
interview with the author, 206
"Writing Workshops: Guidelines for Feedback," (appendix), 201
Email
See Also Communication; Structure(s); Tools
relationship, style of, between shepherd and author, 99
shepherd interaction use, 97
Emergent
See Also Teaching, writing; Work-in-progress
expertise, as writers’ workshop characteristic, 69
order, in writers’ workshops, xiv
Emoticons
Scott Fahlman as inventor of, 196
workshopping example, 196
Emotions
See Also Actions; Attitudes and attributes; Confusion; Fear; Response; Trust
bringing to closure, during wrapping up stage, 151
creative cycle arc, xv
disturbed children
importance of focus on writing, not content, 60
writers’ workshop-like work with, 19
and expectations of authors, impact on success of workshop, 61
Jealousy, as anonymous peer review complication, 43
in risky making vs. repetitive making, 29
workshop members as experts with respect to their own, 60
writers' workshop evocation of, xvii

Emptiness
See Also Attitudes and attributes of self, as characteristic of gift giving, 49

Encouragement
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Setting for author, in good suggestions for improvement sessions, 138
of humane behavior, ritual setting support for, 46
of novice, in writers' workshops, 39
of trust, work-in-progress gift support for, 47

End-points
See Also Clarification/clarity, stage; Initial reading stage
of work, beliefs about importance of, 33
of workshop author participation in, 149
value of ritualization, 108

Environment
See Setting "Envisioning Information" by Edward R. Tufte, 207

Equivocation
See Also Attitudes and attributes potential negative aspects, warding against in positive feedback stage, 131

Errors
See Also Improvement; Safety; Suggestions for improvement; Work-in-progress
collaborative evaluation advantages for locating, 13
factual and literature-review, handling, in suggestions for improvement stage, 135

Essay (term description), 168

Ethics
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Dangers; Gift(s); Responsibilities
gift economy as source of, 80

EuroPLoP (European Pattern Languages of Programs) conference
See Also Conferences audiences permitted at, 73
as established technical writers' workshop, 2, 77
as regional PLoP conference, 177
setting for, 74
writing on location at, 82
writing practice in, 83

Evaluation
See Also Actions; Improvement; Reviewers/reviewing collaborative, advantages, 13
Hillside Group, technical writers' workshop use for, 9
organizational of Hillside Group, initial reading in, 105
questions that might be asked, 9
writers' workshop use for, 8
public, in writers' workshop, vs. act of writing, xv
shepherd's role in, 97
work-in-progress value of collaboration in, 34
writers' workshop participants investment in, 15

Examination
See Also Craft; Teaching; Tools of craft masters, as tool for learning writing, 89

Examples
See Also Quotations; Stories; Tactics; Teaching (chapter), 187
of collaborative evaluation advantages for identifying problems, 13
of creative writers' workshop positive feedback and suggestions for improvement, 187
summarization, 190
of difficulties in listening during positive feedback, 184
example of software pattern, (quotation), 177
patterns, "179. Alcoves" pattern from "A Pattern Language," 176
purpose of, xviii
of question-asking tactic in suggestions for improvement stage, "Jimmy, Jimmy, O Jimmy Mc," 144
Examples (cont.)
  of summarization, in creative writers’ workshops, 190
  of tactics for approaches to suggestions for improvement
    creative writers’ workshop, 136
    technical writers’ workshop, 136
  of technical writers’ workshop
    Hillside Group introduction to notion of, 4
    for product launch in 1998, 8
    for product launch in 1998, as example of nightmare scenario, 142
    workshop shopping a software pattern, 195
  of writers’ workshop, for organization evaluation in 2000, 9
Exemplars
  See Also Examples; Stories; Teaching
    teaching role in software patterns community, 6
    of writing and writing process, as goal of Part I: “The Work of Making Things,” xvii
Expectations
  See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions
    author, aligning with culture of workshop, 94
    emotional needs and, of authors, impact on success of workshop, 61
    impact of piece’s appearance on, 86
    of workshop, unexpected riches, 95
Experience(s)
  See Also Culture; Guidelines; Responsibilities; Setting
    with content, impact on writers’ workshop, 56
    with criticism, impact on writers’ workshop, 57
    desired, reflection on, as preparation for the workshop, 92
    diversity of, value for group of experienced writers, 68
levels
  impact on workshop, 55
  recommendations, 56
  workshop leader role in bridging and teaching, 58
preparation for, as part of author preparation, 89
shared, as binding force for workshop participants, 78
similarity of, importance for a new group, 68
types of
craft or technical expertise, 56
  with criticism of one’s work, 57
  with workshops, 57
  writing ability, 57
  of workshop moderators, range of, 61
  with workshops, impact on writers’ workshop, 57
  writing ability, impact on writers’ workshop, 57
Experienced writers
  See Also Novice(s)
    attitudes towards writers’ workshops, 171
    difficulties experienced by, 131
    diversity benefits for, 68
    revision tactics, 163
types of comments useful for, 87
workshop
  benefits, 39, 165
  piece avoidance, 163
  use, 163
Expertise
  See Also Novice(s); Teaching
    in alternative areas, as advantage of collaborative evaluation, 13
    of author
      advantages, 61
      impact on suggestions for improvement stage, 135
    contact with, as writers’ workshop benefit, 173
    distinguishing among types of, 60
    emergent, as writers’ workshop characteristic, 69
    as gift of non-author leaders, 68
Explanations
  See Also Guidelines; Moderator(s), responsibilities; Teaching
    in initial reading
      guidelines, 102
      guidelines, for how much to say, 104
Exploration
  See Also Tools
    of mind contents, writing as tool for, 19
Extreme programming
  See Also Open source; Pair, programming
    “continuous integration” maxim, 17
Finished
  knowing when work is, 166
Fisher, Clark
  short story course, 177
Flexibility
  See Also Actions; Attitudes and attributes; Improvement
  creativity vs., as role in making art, 26
Flow in writing
  magic of, 181
  "Writing in Flow" description of, 178
"Flower and Hand: Poems 1977-1983" by W. S. Merwin, 206
Fly-on-the-wall author role
  See Also Separation of author from work; Stages of the writers’ workshop
  creative vs. technical writers’ workshop attitudes, 72
  illusion, mechanisms for creating, 111
  importance, in suggestions for improvement stage, 143
  origins of, 3
  role violations
    in creative writers’ workshops, 113
    in ongoing workshops, 113
  room formations that support, 72
  as stage of writers’ workshop, (chapter), 109
  (term description), 113
  termination of, during clarifications stage, 147
  workshop success dependent on, 114
Focus
  See Also Attitudes and attributes; Separation of author from work
  specification requests, placing after the initial reading, 107
  on work
    as antidote to focusing on fear, 31
    author’s dignity enhanced through, 70
    vs. focus on maker and reviewer, 35
"Focus, Focus, Focus” by Kim Hachiya, 206, 178
Foote, Brian
  "Pattern Languages of Program Design 4," 206
Forces
  See Also Pattern(s)
  as term used by technical writers’ workshops, 78
Formalist(s)
  paradigm
    vs. software patterns, 6
    (term description), 6
  Russian, philosophy, 3
Formality
  See Also Guidelines; Ritual(s); Setting
  purposeful, as hallmark of workshop rituals, 154
  ritual setting
    value of, 49
    writers’ workshop, advantages of, 46
  variations in workshop cultures, 69
  of writers’ workshop, importance for effectiveness of, 2
Format
  See Also Guidelines; Setting; Structure(s)
  of room layout, importance for effectiveness of the workshop, 71
  writers’ workshop code review use, 18
  overview, 3
  purpose of, 4
"Fresh Air" (NPR program)
  Walter Murch interview, 178
Fresh thinking
  See Also Attitudes and attributes; Creativity
  games as resource for evolving, 81
Friendships
  See Also Collaboration; Relationships; Setting; Xenia
  gift economy embedded in, 42
  gifts role in forming, 49
  as review resource, 43
Gabriel, Richard
  background, xvi
  "Is Jack Gilbert’s Mind a Computer," discussion of, 83
  "Jimmy, Jimmy, O, Jimmy Mac” as alternate spelling of title, 190, 206
  background on poem, 182
  workshop story about, 64
"Jimmy, Jimmy, O Jimmy Mc," 144 (quotation), 191
workshopping of, 190
Local Variables pattern example, 177
product launch workshop story, 142
revision practices, changes in, 160
technical vs. creative writing experience, 185
"Time Leaves" (quotation), 189
as workshopping example, 187
Games
See Also Creativity; Culture; Ritual(s)
creative writers' workshop, vs. technical writers' workshop, 81
as creativity-loosening exercise, 81
inter-session ritual use, 153
playing, as software community rule acceptance influence, 47
technical writers' workshop, 8, 81
Gamma, Erich
as "Design Patterns" author, 78
"Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software," 206
"Gang of Four"
as canon members, 80
as name for "Design Patterns," 78
Gate
writers' workshop as, 172
Gender differences
canon-building issues, 82
positive feedback difficulties of women writers, 132
Generative aspects
See Also Creativity; Improvement
craft issue discussions, 16
Generosity
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Gift(s); Positive; Xenia
as attribute of writers' workshop, 80
as code of ethics source, 80
vs. destructiveness, in workshop dynamics, xv
importance in successful writers' workshop, 8
in two skinny dogs in plaza of Taos Pueblo story, 102
as workshop expression, 78
Genres
See Also Organization(s)
Gift(s), economy (cont.)
vs. paid moderators, as writers’ workshop
paradox, xv
(term description), 41
as writers’ workshop salient characteristic,
39
xenia as spirit of, 43
ethos, experience level impact on, 58
experienced moderators, in creative writers’
workshops, 182
giving
culture, shared experiences and common
goals in, 77
Pablo Neruda story, 49
as PLoP custom, 79
requirement for success of workshop, 110
as salient characteristic of writers’
workshop, 35
surprise setting vs. ritual setting, 46
of good suggestions for improvement sessions,
multiple strategies for revision, 138
magic of
(chapter), 41
focus on the work as, 35
nature of workshop
positive feedback reinforcement of, 133
threats to in suggestions for improvement
stage, 141
of non-author expert leaders, 68
resonance within workshop, as positive
feedback consequence, 128
shared, work-in-progress as essence of, 87
in shepherding relationship, 45
state of work, appropriate for a workshop, 42
subversion
by failure to observe safety rules, 57
possibilities in suggestions for improvement
stage, 141
suggestions for improvement as, 145
"The Gift: Imagination and the Erotic Life of
Property" by Lewis Hyde, 182
of work-in-progress
ameliorating dangers of, 69
trust encouragement by, 47
wrapping up comments about the work, 152
Gilbert, Jack
as creative writers’ workshop leader, 65

"Is Jack Gilbert’s Mind a Computer" by
Richard Gabriel, discussion of, 83
noise and voice, 164
Ginsberg, Allen
reference to, 140
Global relationships
See Also Relationships
Glossary
See Term descriptions
Glosses
See Content; Poetry
need for, in two skinny dogs in plaza of Taos
Pueblo story, 102
role in poetry workshop initial readings, 104
Goals
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Benefits;
Improvement; Setting; Teaching
of authors, 86
of book, xv, xvii, 185
in gift-exchange culture, 77
of work summary, 117
writers’ workshops, 78, 92, 106, 110
Goldman, Ron
interview with the author, 206
software pattern workshopping example, 195
suggestions for improvement, on "Sharing
Feelings or Being Clear or
Communicating Subtlety" pattern, 198
summary and feedback, on "Sharing Feelings
or Being Clear or Communicating
Subtlety" pattern, 197

Good
See Also Ethics; Positive; Safety
complexity of, positive feedback highlighting
of, 128
power for, of positive feedback stage, 128
Graphics
as source of quality, for positive feedback, 129
Greece
gift economy operation in parallel with
commodity economy, 42
Gregg, Linda
writing poems every day, 160
Gross, Terry
Walter Murch interview, 178
Ground rules
See Also Guidelines; Responsibilities
importance for safe writers’ workshop environment, xvi

Grounding
participants, guidelines for, 76

Group(s)
See Also Communities; Culture; Shared activities
See Also Collaboration
criticism, vs. private act of writing, xv
composition that mitigates moderator weakness, 64
criticism, vs. private act of writing, as writers’ workshop paradox, xv
dynamics
inter-session rituals importance for managing, 153
moderator balancing, 144
moderator impact on, 64
moderator sensitivity requirement, 63
of experienced writers, value of diversity for, 68
importance for success of risky making, 32
improvement process, positive deviance, 130
mind, as writers’ workshop characteristic, 69
mismatched
effective methods of working with, 65
importance of authoritative leader for, 65
of novices, setting appropriate level for, 57
practices
that assist individual creation, 1, 12
that benefit writers, (chapter), 11
starting, guidelines for, 68
transformation into family, through gift economy magic, 49
types of activities, See brainstorming charrettes critiques master class open source pair programming

Growth
writers’ workshop facilitation of, 171

Guidelines
See Also Culture; Responsibilities; Ritual(s); Rules
for criticism, experience level buffering by, 57
feedback, (appendix), 201
for grounding participants, guidelines for, 76
for handling equipment required for workshop, 75
importance of same level of expertise among writers, 68
for initial reading, 102, 104
for introductions of authors and participants, 75
moderator, 63
opening remarks, 75
for protecting tone of workshop, 76
for reviewing, 97
order, 75
for running a workshop, as goal of book, xvi
as safety mechanism, during suggestions for improvement stage, 141
for shepherds, 97
reviewing level, 99
for starting a group, 68
for workshop participation, as goal of book, xvi
for writers’ workshops, (appendix), 201
"gush"
See Also Culture as shorthand for "I agree with the preceding statement," 133

Habitual slog
See Also Creativity
breaking out of, games as stimulant for, 81
Hachiya, Kim
"Focus, Focus, Focus," 206, 178
Harrison, Neil
"Pattern Languages of Program Design 4," 206
Hass, Robert
as creative writers’ workshop leader, 173
Hearing
difficulties in, during positive feedback, 132
Heart of the poem
See Also Poetry as workshop expression, 78
Helm, Richard
as “Design Patterns” author, 78
"Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software," 206
Hendrix, Jimi
impromptus, 178
Herman, Gabriel
"Ritualized Friendship and the Greek City," 206
xenia definition in, 181
Hermetic poetry
See Also Poetry
triggers relationship to, in art making, 26
understandings important to, 117
Hierarchy
in creative writers' workshops, 64, 182
Hijacking
See Also Actions; Attitudes and attributes; Guidelines; Moderator(s), responsibilities
of author's work, statements that signal, 60
Hillman, Brenda
as creative writers' workshop leader, 65
revision advice, 81
Hillside Group
See Also Communities; Group(s); Pattern(s)
Boulder Creek meeting, 5
creation of, as shared story culture component, 80
evaluation of
initial reading in, 105
technical writers' workshop use for, 9
goals vs. Christopher Alexander, 6
history of, 5
initial concerns about writers' workshops, 7
technical writers' workshop rules design by, 8
Hirsch, Ed
as creative writers' workshop leader, 65
as workshop leader, in "Is Jack Gilbert's Mind a Computer" story, 83
Hirshfield, Jane
as creative writers' workshop leader, 65
writing assignment by, 83
History of writers' workshops
See Also Creative writers' workshops; Culture; Technical writers' workshops; Writers' workshops
1880, University of Iowa writers' workshops, 177
1896, George Cook's "Verse Making" course, 177
1994, as starting date of software pattern writers' workshop, xiv, 4
1998, technical writers' workshop used for product launch, 8
in creative writing community, xiv
Clark Fishers short story course, 177
Edwin Piper's "Poetics" course, 177
F. R. Leavis' close reading practice, 2
Iowa Writers' Workshop, 1
in software patterns community, xiv
Hillside Group introduction to, 5, 7
Writers' Workshop, (chapter), 1
Hospitality
See Xenia
How to
See Guidelines; Responsibilities
Hugo, Richard
"The Triggering Town," 206
(quotation), 27, 31
Humanization
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Responsibilities
as consequence of range of comment types, 133
ritual setting encouragement of, 46
Humor
See Also Creativity; Culture; Games
as source of quality, 129
in two skinny dogs in plaza of Taos Pueblo story, 102
Hyde, Lewis
"I Love You Sweatheart" by Tom Lux
as shared story culture component, 80
special meaning for Warren Wilson College alumni, 78
Idioms
creative writers' workshop use, 78
technical writers' workshops, 78
"The Idler" by Samuel Johnson, 206
writing strategies, 169
Illustrations
as source of quality, for positive feedback, 129
Imitation
See Also "Stealing"
as creative writer practice strategy, 164
Impromptu writing
as one type of writers' workshop, 70
as teaching strategy, 82
value of, 84

Improvement
See Also Creativity; Goals; Integrity [for appropriate attitudes towards the work-in-progress]; Respect [for appropriate attitudes towards the work-in-progress]; Suggestions for improvement; Teaching; Work-in-progress
by contact with those more skilled, as workshop benefit, 130
craft-based criticism importance for, 31
examination of craft masters, 89
suggestions for improvement stage, 135
writing about craft elements, 84
effective comments in suggestions for improvement stage, 138
standard review vs. writers' workshop, 4
in one's own work, as benefit of listening, 15
practice and reflection as crucial tools for, 21
as purpose of writers' workshop, 135
question-asking tactics, 144
reading inflections as aid to, 102
of skills as writers' workshop benefit, 15, 39, 173
speed, as writers' workshop advantage, xvii
strategies
for novices, 30
positive deviance as, 130
work
as goal of writers' workshop, 110
within its own frame of reference, not change into something else, as purpose of workshop, 135
writing, clarification of thought as component of, xv


"In Search of Duende" by Frederico Garcia Lorca, 206
(quotation), 178

In situ
See Also Setting (chapter), 77

Individual(s)
See Also Communities
collaboration practices that benefit, (chapter), 11
creativity, group practices that aid, 1

"Inferno" by Dante
moderator compared to the guide Virgil in, 72

Inflections in speech
See Also Initial reading stage
relationship to meaning of work, 102

Information transfer
See Also Collaboration; Communication
crucial importance in technical writing, 116

Initial reading stage
See Also Stages of the writers' workshop
alternatives to author as sole reader, 106
(chapter), 101
in Hillside Group evaluation, 105

Innovations
See Also Creativity
in conferences for technical writers' workshopping, 8
as property of risky making, 25

Insight
See Also Benefits; Creativity
factors that deepen, 59
as valuable characteristic in workshop members, 59

Insults
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Responsibilities
by author, during clarifications stage, 148
protecting authors from during suggestions for improvement stage, 144
as moderator responsibility, 112

Integration
(term description), 17

Integrity
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Gift(s)
of work-in-progress, respecting, during suggestions for improvement stage, 135
Intended reading
See Also Communication; Glosses
author, notetaking about differences between reader perception and, 118

Inter-session rituals
See Also Ritual(s)
importance for managing dynamics of workshop, 153

Interaction(s)
See Also Collaboration; Relationships
as advantage in collaborative evaluation, 13
during clarification stage, between author and reviewers, 147
during comment process, 90
of craft lectures and workshopping process, in pedagogical context, 62
face-to-face
absence in anonymous peer review, 44
brainstorming, 14
design charrettes, 14
pair programming, 14
with gift ethos, behavior boundaries, 58
among roles in a workshop, 63
rules, software community rule acceptance of, 47
shepherd, 97, 99
territoriality drawbacks to, 61

Internalization
See Also Attitudes and attributes
of another's work, in creative writing workshops, 14

Interpretation
See Also Glosses; Semantics
vs. literal meaning, 119

Interviews
with Browning Porter, 206
with Jutta Eckstein, 205
with Linda Elkin, 206
with Richard Schmitt, 207
with Ron Goldman, 206

Intimacy
See Also Context; Setting
of creative writers' workshop, 35
enhancement, by authors staying together for duration of workshop, 70
of technical writers' workshop, as advantage and danger, 41

Introduction(s)
of authors, guidelines for, 75
(chapter), xiii

Investment
See Also Attitudes and attributes
in work being evaluated, in writers workshops, 15

Iowa Writers' Workshop
as writers' workshop origin, 1

Irrelevant details
detecting and handling of, 16

"Is Jack Gilbert's Mind a Computer" by Richard Gabriel
discussion of, 83

Jargon
See Also Culture
creative writers' workshop use, 78
technical writers' workshops, 78

Jealousy
as anonymous peer review complication, 43
"Jimmy, Jimmy, O, Jimmy Mack" by Richard Gabriel, 206
as alternate spelling of title, 190
background on poem, 182
workshopping of, 64

"Jimmy, Jimmy, Oh Jimmy Mack" by Richard Gabriel, 206
"Jimmy, Jimmy, O Jimmy Mc" by Richard Gabriel (quotation), 191
workshopping of, 144, 190

Johnson, Ollie
"Disney Animation: The Illusion of Life," 207

Johnson, Ralph
as "Design Patterns" author, 78
"Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software," 206
support for trial of writers' workshop notion, 7

Johnson, Samuel
Rick Bass use of dash compared with, 162
"The Idler," 206
"The Rambler," 206
writing strategies, 169

Jokes
inter-session ritual use, 153
Journals
anonymous peer review process, 44
review process as a shepherding process, 45

Judgmentalism
See Also Dangers; Negative
avoidance, importance in emotionally-
disturbed children story, 19
language that reflects, avoidance during work
summary, 116

Keats, John
letter to Benjamin Bailey, 185
(quotation), 140, 171

Kindness
See Also Attitudes and attributes
importance in shepherd relationship, 99

King, Stephen
"On Writing," (quotation), 19
"Kloster Hearsay" newsletter
as EuroPLoP daily workshop newsletter, 79

Kloster Irsee
See Also Conferences; Location
as setting for EuroPLoP, 75

Knowledge
See Also Culture; Experience(s)
shared, as culture component, 77

Knuth, Donald
craft elements, 89

KoalaPLoP (Australia) conference
See Also Conferences
as regional PLoP conference, 177

Kumin, Maxine
effective leadership style, 65

Language
See Also Craft
deeply buried nature of, as source of discussion
difficulties, 140
judgmental, avoidance during work summary, 116

Lexington avenue
birthday gift surprise story, 46

"Sentences My Father Used" by Charles
Bernstein, 120
doing of summary, 116

Law of diminishing returns
in commodity economy, 42, 181

Lazy reviewing
See Also Review(s)
damage of, 90

Leader
See Moderator(s)
Learning
See Also Notetaking; Practice(s); Teaching;
Tools
resources
experienced writers as, 168
writers' workshop as, 21
theory
bibliographic references, 183
"The Writer as an Artist: A New Approach
to Writing Alone and with Others" by
Pat Schneider, 175

Leavis, F. R.
close reading practice, as original idea behind
writers' workshops, 2

Lectures on craft
See Also Teaching
as component of national workshops, 81
in creative writers' workshops, 62

Level(s)
completion, determining when ready to be
workshopped, 17
meta
guidelines for, in initial reading of work,
102
shallow and broad review handling of, 91
of review, for shepherd, guidelines, 99
of reviewer preparation, 89
as small step that measure specific progress, 83
Limitations
See Also Benefits
of author, in revising a piece, handling, 143
of autonomous critic, 34
of private making, 34
of shepherding, 46

Lineation
as craft term, 78

Lisp
Common Lisp standards discussion, 177
programmers, including in canon-building, 82

Listening
See Also Attention; Readers/reading
active, (term description), 63
benefits of
applying to one's own work, 15
in creative writers workshop, 15
difficulties in, 184
during positive feedback, 132
selective, as important author skill, 164
strategies that enhance, 66

Literal meaning
See also Semantics
vs. connotations, 119
"Literary Theory: An Introduction" by Terry Eagleton, 205

Literature
building
as goal of writers' workshop communities, 78
software pattern community difficulties and solutions, 6
writers' workshop as ritual for, 80
creating, establishing the significance of, 79
form of, patterns and pattern languages viewed as, 6
-review errors, handling, in suggestions for improvement stage, 135
vocabulary, creative writers' workshop use, 78
writers' workshops for, history of, xiv

Liu, Timothy
as creative writers' workshop leader, 65

Local Variables pattern by Richard Gabriel, 177

Location
See Also Culture; Setting
of audience, impact on workshop, 73
of author, importance for effectiveness of the workshop, 72
of moderator, 182
(workshop)
(chapter), 77
remote, 80
rural, 78
writing on
as one type of writers' workshop, 70
as teaching strategy, 82

Long
pieces, written in advance, as one type of writers' workshop, 70
-term efforts
collaboration strategies, See Design
charrettes
collaboration strategies, See Open source; Pair programming
frequent release possible in groups set up for, 18
workshop sessions, need to accommodate materials for, 71

Lorca, Frederico Garcia
duende, 33
"In Search of Duende," 206
(quotation), 178
"Scream to Rome"
(quotation), 190
summarization example, 190
"Lorca's Poet in New York: The Fall into Consciousness" by Betty Jean Craige, 205

Lorde, Audre
(quotation), 169
"The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action," 206

Lux, Thomas
"I Love You Sweatheart," special meaning for Warren Wilson College alumni, 78
as shepherd for Richard Gabriel's "Jimmy, Jimmy, O Jimmy Mack," 182
as "Time Leaves" advisor, 187

Magic
See Also Gift(s); Mojo; Xenia
of the gift
(chapter), 41
economy, group transformation through, 49
focus on the work as, 35
writers' workshop
for experienced writers, 172
mojo, pattern community additions, xiv
of writing in flow, 181
of xenia, initial reading stimulus for, 101
Making
See Also Art; Craft; Work-in-progress;
Writing
art
commonalities with software making, 28
flexibility vs. creativity in, 26
skill development, 39
triggers role in, 26
characteristics of the work involved in, 34
private, limitations of emphasis on, 34
repetitive
risky making compared with, 29
vs. risky making, semantics of, 178
(term description), 25
risky
acceptance and approval seeking in, 29
repetitive making compared with, 29
vs. repetitive making, semantics of, 178
reward for, in writers' workshop, 39
(term description), 25
software, commonalities with art making, 28
technical, triggers role in, 27
things
creative process of, xvii
the work of, coda, (chapter), 167
work of, (part), 23
Marriage
See Also Communities; Gift(s), economy
gift economy embedded in, 42
Master class
See Also Group(s), types of activities;
Teaching
as group activity that assists the individual, 13
(term description), 13
Master classes
as short-term collaboration, 14
Master of Fine Arts (MFA) programs
See MFA (Master of Fine Arts) programs
Masterpieces
teaching role in software patterns community, 6
Maturation cycle
See Also Learning; Teaching; Work-in-progress
changes in writers' workshop benefits, 170
ordering of pieces consideration, 85
in risky making, 161
transitions characteristic of, 172
uncertain course, 30
writers' workshop role, 173
McCarthy, Cormac
minimal punctuation, 162
McHugh, Heather
puns in work of, 182
McPherson, Sandra
as creative writers' workshop leader, 65
door-to-door comments story, 102
Mean-spiritedness
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Negative,
attitudes and attributes
moderator handling of, 59
Mechanisms
See Also Strategies; Structure(s); Tactics;
Tools
for creating fly-on-the-wall illusion, 111
genres as, in multi-workshop conference
partitioning, 82
learning
more skilled writers as resource, 168
writers' workshop as, 21
for overcoming fear, writers' workshop as, 29
releasing, focus on craft as, 20
for reviewing, 43
risk sharing, writers' workshop as, 32
safety
guidelines, 141
in technical writers' workshops, 55
summary of work, for detecting
misunderstandings, 117
writing
within the brain, 18
sources, 178
Melville, Herman
"Moby Dick," transparency vs. meaning in, 122
Memories
See Also Triggers
accessing, through writing when not accessible to speech, 20
muscle, role in writing revision practice, 158
Mensore PLoP (Japan) conference
See Also Conferences
as regional PLoP conference, 177
Merwin, W. S.
"Berryman," (quotation), 167
minimal punctuation, 162
Meta level
See Also Ritual(s); Structure(s); Tactics
guidelines for, in initial reading of work, 102
handling confusion and misunderstanding with, 122
meta, handling confusion and misunderstanding with, 122
shallow and broad review handling of, 91
Metaphors for writers’ workshop
See Also Gift(s); Process(es)
crucible, xvi
dance, xvi
Midwife
See Also Gift(s); Metaphors for writers’ workshop
as metaphor for writers’ workshop, 20
MFA (Master of Fine Arts) programs
creative writers’ workshops as part of, 2
Warren Wilson College
culture of, 78, 79
educational philosophy of, 84
examples of workshop experiences, 187
"MFA Program for Writers Handbook," 76, 207
teaching tools, 181
workshops, as established creative writers’ workshops, 77
"MFA Program for Writers Handbook" by Warren Wilson College, 207, 76
Michelangelo
Sistine Chapel frescoes, 179
skills and "tricks" of, 178
Midwife
See Also Gift(s); Metaphors for writers’ workshop
as metaphor for writers’ workshop, 20
Misunderstanding
See Also Communication; Strategies; Tactics; Tools
creative workshop handling of, 120
eliciting reasons for, 165
masking of, work summary as tool for avoiding, 123
meta level as tool for handling, 122
uncovering, as role of work summary, 120
of work as moderator problem, 118
summary of work as mechanism for detecting, 117
"Moby Dick" by Herman Melville
transparency vs. meaning in, 122
Model(s)
See Also Teaching
other peoples work, use in one’s own work, 161
teaching role in software patterns community, 6
of writing and writing process, as goal of Part 1—The Work of Making Things, xvii
Moderator(s)
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Responsibilities; Role(s); Setting; Strategies; Tactics; Teaching
attributes needed, 67
safe setting requirements, xvi
clarification request, as exception to author silence rule, 111
craft lectures by, in creative writers’ workshops, 62
creative writers’ workshops effectiveness of, 61
strategies for deflecting content discussion, 66
destructive, hard judgmental poetry workshop leader story, 103
dual, advantages, 64
effective, methods of working, 65
experience aid in starting a new workshop, 96
benefits for novices, 32
gift economy and, 182
range, 61
requirements relative to group, 58
hierarchy of, in creative writers' workshops, 64
location of, 182
novice, training of, 63
outside
  when needed, 67
  when to use, 112
paid, vs. gift economy, as writers' workshop paradox, xv
positioning of, 72
preparation by, 93
problems
  when boss is participant, 112
  failure to control negativity, 67
  handling an obstreperous author, 112
  handling confusion, 122
  maintaining control during suggestions for improvement stage, 141
  in work summary stage, 118
responsibilities, 54
towards author during fly-on-the-wall role, 113
  for author protection from insults, 112
  damage control, 68
  ensuring honest praise, 132
  maintaining control, 141
  monitoring the state of the author, 131, 141
  vs. regular reviewer, 94
during suggestions for improvement, 144
teaching roles, 62
role
  in bridging diverse experience levels, 58
  teaching, 94
rotating, advantages, 82
tactics
  towards author during fly-on-the-wall role, 113
dealing with confusion, 120, 122
  ensuring that praise is honest, 132
  incomplete work summaries, 118
  obstreperous author, 112
  well-explored subjects, 140
  when author is distressed, 132, 144
teaching role, 62
  in creative writers' workshops, 67
  value of, 94
(term description), 53
weakness
  as failure cause in creative writers' workshops, 48
  group composition that mitigates, 64
  as writers' workshop role, 2
Mojo
  See Also Magic
  writers' workshop, pattern community additions, xiv
"Mona Lisa" by Leonardo da Vinci
  poem about, illustration of author limitations issues, 143
Money
  See Commodity economy
Monticello, Illinois
  Allerton Park Conference Center, as setting for PLoP, 74, 79
Morris, Ian
  "Gift and Commodity in Archaic Greece," 206
Motivation(s)
  See Also Benefits; Gift(s)
  appropriate praise value, 83
  for collaborative involvement, "scratch your own itch," 15
  dependence on writers' workshop for, as danger, 185
  focus on, as failure cause in creative writers' workshops, 48
  joy as, in writers' workshops, 174
Mudball
  workshop pattern danger of becoming, 163
Multiple
  authors, initial reading when there are, 101
  pieces, workshopping order for, 107
  points-of-view, as advantage in collaborative evaluation, 13
  strategies, for handling suggestions for improvement, 138, 143
  workshop conferences
    genres as partitioning mechanism in, 82
    leader rotation in, 82
Murch, Walter, 206
  "Fresh Air" interview, 178
Music
  See Also Art
  impromptus in, 178
annotations as aid in use of comments, 156
on differences between reader perception and
author’s intended reading, 118
difficulties and recommendations, 88
revision use of, 155
strategies, (quotation), 88
Novice(s)
See Also Arc; Experienced writers;
Improvement; Teaching
bad side-effects of uncritical constant praise, 141
benefits of, writers’ workshops for, 170
experienced participant impact on, 55
group level setting for, 57
harsh criticism impact on, 32
moderators, training of, 63
review order guidelines, 75
revision tactics, 164
strategies
importance of experienced writer comments
for, 164
for improvement, 30
teaching role importance in workshop
comprised of, 56
types of comments useful for, 87
writers’ workshop
dangers for, xvi
experience like that of an encouraging
family, 39
NPR (National Public Radio)
"Fresh Air” program, 178

Object-oriented programming
See Also Programming; Software
vocabulary, technical writers’ workshop use, 78
Objectification
See Separation of author from work
Obligation
See initial reading in
On-location writing
as one type of writers’ workshop, 70
as teaching strategy, 82
Open source
See Also Collaboration; Group(s), types of
activities
collaborative evaluation advantages, 14
development, as group practice that aids
individual creativity, 1
gift economy components, 42
as group activity that assists the individual, 12
"release early, release often” maxim, 17
software projects, writers’ workshop compared
with, xiv
(term description), 12
Openness to new approaches
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Positive,
attitudes and attributes
creativity and, role in art making, 26
Order
See Also Ritual(s); Structure(s)
of comments, importance for maximizing
authorial comfort, 70
emergence from chaos, writers’ workshop
compared with, xiv
pecking, deleterious effects of attempts to
establish, 61
of pieces for review
classification by moderator, 93
guidelines, 75
as moderator responsibility, 93
when there are multiple pieces for same
author, 107
of workshop stages, emotional impact of, 151
Organization(s)
See Also Communities; Culture;
Structure(s)
classroom-style, deleterious effects on writers’
workshops, 71
drawbacks in review process, 45
evaluation of
questions that might be asked, 9
writers’ workshop use for, 9
Hillside Group, technical writers’ workshop
use for evaluation of, 9
initial reading in, 105
special workshop settings for, 74
of work, impact on revision practices, 160
writers’ workshop approach applicable to, 2
Orland, Ted  
"Art and Fear: Observations on the Perils (and Rewards) of Art-making," 205  
Overview  
writers' workshop, (chapter), 1  
Ownership  
See Also Author(s); Co-ownership  
author vs. shepherd, 98  
as corporate culture problem, 185  
feelings, as drawback in organizational review process, 45  
spiritual, as aspect of work-in-progress gift, 86  
of work, reversion to author after workshop, 155  
in writing workshops, 14  

Pacing  
See Also Setting; Time  
control, moderator responsibility, 62, 94  
Pair  
See Also Group(s), types of activities; Interaction(s); Programming  
programming  
face-to-face interaction, 14  
as group practice that aids individual creativity, 1, 12  
(term description), 12  
writing, as activity that assists the individual writer, 12  
Palate-cleansing  
inter-session ritual viewed as, 153  
Paley, Grace  
revision practices, 158  
Paradigms  
See Also Pattern(s)  
software patterns vs. formalist paradigm, 6  
Paradoxes  
of crowd vs. individual, in risky making, 32  
of writers' workshop, xv  
paid moderator in gift economy, 182  
Participant(s)  
See Also Role(s)  
audiences that are, 55  
(term description), 54  
benefits of being, in creative writers workshop, 15  
difficulties when project leader is workshop participant, 67  
experience, impact on novices, 55  
feedback guidelines, (appendix), 201  
grounding, guidelines for, 76  
introductions of, guidelines for, 75  
moderator difficulties when boss is, 112  
role, in writers' workshop, 2  
shared culture as binding force, 78  
writers' workshop (chapter), 53  
culture determination in advance by, 94  
"A Pattern Language" by Christopher Alexander, 205  
canon component, 80  
Hillside Group influenced by, 5  
purpose and characteristics, 5 (quotation), 176  
"Pattern Languages of Program Design 4" by Neil Harrison, Brian Foote, and Hans Rohnert, eds., 206  
Pattern(s)  
See Also Conferences; Structure(s); Technical writers' workshops; Writing  
characteristics, 175  
Christopher Alexander  
"A Pattern Language," as canon component, 80  
pattern example, 176  
work on discovering and defining patterns, 5  
community  
history of writers' workshops for, xiv  
mentality of, xiv  
examples  
Christopher Alexander, 176  
software, 177  
Hillside Group, introduction to writers' workshops, 5  
languages  
Christopher Alexander's work, 5  
skilled moderator handling of, 62  
(term description), 6, 175  
workshopping example, 195  
problem statements vs. solution statements, 136  
software  
example, 177
vs. formalist paradigm, 6
workshopping example, 195
suggestions for improvement tactics, examples
of good approaches, 136
(term description), 6, 163, 175
as term used by technical writers’ workshops, 78
user-visible, characteristics and aesthetics, 93
work summary recommendations, 118
workshop piece characteristics, 163
writers’ workshops
examples of, 77
overview of the process, 3
where to find, 2
writing, belief that it is repetitive making, 26
Pecking order
See Also Negative
deleterious effects of attempts to establish, 61
People
arrangement of, importance for effectiveness of
the workshop, 71
"The Perfection of Imperfection" by Christopher
Alexander, 205
(quotation), 129
Performances
applause for, 152
attributes that contribute to quality, 129
grand, work-in-progress contrasted with, 35
workshopping, 2, 73
Perry, Susan K.
"Writing in Flow," 206
flow in writing, 178
Perseverance
role in art making, 28
Personal
See Also Communities; Separation of author
from work
aspects of risky making, 28
selection of details, vs. needs of the piece, 15
Philips, Carl
as workshop leader for "Time Leaves," 187
Philosophy
Alexander, Christopher, user-visible patterns
relationship to, 93
educational, of Warren Wilson College, 84
Feyerabend, Paul, (quotation), 91
handling philosophical conflicts, 116
postmodernism
relativism, deleterious impact on craft
discussions, 140
as technical term from literature vocabulary, 78
of Russian formalists, 3
of technical writers’ workshops, vs. traditional
scientific conferences and workshops, 8
Photographers
bibliographic references for craft information, 178
craft mastery habits of, 37
preparation activities, 38
Piece(s)
See Also Drafts; Work
as a whole, as starting point for shepherding
review, 99
author defense of, moderator handling, 112
completion of, 166
multiple, workshopping order for, 107
piece-as-fiction approach, fly-on-the-wall role
compared with, 111
revising, (chapter), 155
short
initial reading for, 107
written on location, as one type of writers’
workshop, 70
workshop, (term description), 163
"Pieta" by Michelangelo
skills and "tricks" used to create, 179
Pine cone
See Also Stories
in Pablo Neruda’s story of gift-giving, 50
Pinneo, Joanna
"Working for National Geographic Magazine," 206, 178
Piper, Edwin
"Poetics" course, 177
Pitman, Kent
Common Lisp standards, 177
Planning
See Also Preparation(s)
role in making things, 168
Play
See Culture; Games; Ritual(s)
Players
See Participant(s); Role(s)
"The PLoP News" newsletter
as PLoP daily workshop newsletter, 79
PLoP (Pattern Languages of Programs)
conference
See Also Conferences
getting there, as part of the culture, 79
as regional PLoP conference, 177
setting for, 74
as technical writers' workshop, 2, 77
as workshop with relatively uniform expertise
and expectation level, 61
Plot
See Also Craft
(term description), 137
"Poet in New York" by Federico Garcia Lorca
"Scream to Rome," (quotation), 190
Poetry
See Also Art; Craft; Creative writers'
workshops; Triggers; Writing
advanced writers' workshop characteristics,
171
"Berryman" by W. S. Merwin, (quotation), 167
"Childhood and Poetry" by Pablo Neruda, 182
contradictory reviewer comments, subjective
nature of writing indicated by, 139
explanatory notes, handling need for, 102
form, value of viewing ritual setting as, 49
gift economy role in lives of poets, 174
glosses, in poetry workshop initial readings,
104
heart of the poem, as workshop expression, 78
hermetic
triggers relationship to, in art making, 26
understandings important to, 117
"Is Jack Gilbert's Mind a Computer" by
Richard Gabriel, discussion of, 83
"Jimmy, Jimmy, O Jimmy Me" by Richard
Gabriel, (quotation), 191
Keats, John, (quotation), 140
language
moderator handling of comprehension
issues, 123
"Sentences My Father Used" by Charles
Bernstein, 120
meaning vs. transparency in, 122
misreading of, summary of work as mechanism
for detecting, 117
"New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and
Poetics," topos definition in, (footnote),
117
"Of Mere Being" by Wallace Stevens,
(quotation), 121
reading aloud, importance of, 102
revision options, story, 143
rewriting of poem, in creative poetry
workshops, 14
Richard Gabriel's background in, xvi
"The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and
Criticism" essay by T. S. Eliot,
(quotation), 162
"Scream to Rome" by Federico Garcia Lorca,
(quotation), 190
"Sentences My Father Used" by Charles
Bernstein, (quotation), 120
shepherding possibility limitations, 46
Squaw Valley Community of Writers
Workshop in Poetry
as established creative writers' workshop,
77
writing on location at, 82
strangeness as virtue in, 81
"Time Leaves" by Richard Gabriel,
(quotation), 189
transformation of initial triggers, workshop
help with, 136
triggers in, 27
well-known creative writers' workshops for,
examples of, 77
workshop piece characteristics, 163
workshops, craft topics, 164
writers' workshops for, history of, xiv
Points-of-view
See Also Collaboration
in context of specific work, as benefit of
workshop, 16
multiple, as advantage in collaborative
evaluation, 13
Politeness
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Positive,
attitudes and attributes; Respect
workshop success dependent on, 114
Porter, Browning
interview with the author, 206
(quotation), 104
Positive
See Also Actions; Attitudes and attributes
attributes and attitudes
generosity, 80
gentleness, 102
gift-giving, 80
kindness, 99
xenia, 80

comments, as tactic for providing emotional closure, 151
deviance, (term description), 130
feedback stage
See Also Stages of the writers' workshop
difficulties in hearing, 132, 184
workshopping example, 197
of writers' workshop, (chapter), 127

suggestions, importance as companion to criticisms, 144
things about the work, identifying, in positive feedback stage, 127
tone, moderator responsibility to maintain, 63

Postmodernism
See Also Philosophy
relativism of, as barrier to effective craft discussions, 140
as technical term from literature vocabulary, 78

Power
See Also Safety
for good, of positive feedback stage, 128
of shepherd, balancing with effective review, 99

Practice(s)
See Also Craft; Preparation(s); Revision; Writing
close reading, as original idea behind writers' workshops, 2
cross-fertilization of creative writing workshop and technical writing community, xvii
as crucial improvement tool, 21
daily, importance of, 160
effective, selection as strategy for, 166
group
that assist individual creation, 1
that benefit writers, (chapter), 11
importance
for improving skill in making things, 26, 168
to Mark Strand, 159

as predictor of future success, 30
in quotation of "The Triggering Town," 31
requirements
for craft mastery, 38
for success in making things, 37, 167

revision
as crucial tool for skill development, 158
of Dickey, James, 157
of Paley, Grace, 158
of Richard Gabriel, 160
of Richard Gabriel, changes in, 160
of Schmitt, Richard, 158

shepherding, as practice different from traditional conferences, 8

sketching as, revisions compared to, 159
software pattern community, for author development, 6
successful, vs. analysis of how something works, xv
technical writers' workshop
elements, 195
games, 8
as tool for learning writing, 89
triggers and, (chapter), 25
as underlying learning theory in writers' workshops, 84

Praise
See Also Feedback; Positive; Suggestions for improvement stage
appropriate, motivational value of, 83
faint, avoiding in positive feedback stage, 131
honest, moderator responsibility to ensure, 132
uncritical, moderator responsibility to ensure, 141

Preminger, Alex

Preparation(s)
See Also Planning; Practice(s)
audience, for writers' workshops, 85
authors, for writers' workshops, 85
of experienced photographer, 38
moderator, 93, 94
reviewers
recommendations, 89
for writers' workshops, 85
for writers' workshop
by attending as audience member, 96
Preparation(s), for writers’ workshop (cont.)

deciding the kinds of comments you want, 87
reflection on desired experience, 92
shepherd’s role, 89

Presentation(s)
appearance determination for work, 86
attributes that contribute to quality, 129
deciding the kinds of comments you want, 87
initial reading in, 105
by moderators, 93
reflection
on desired experience, 92
on self-knowledge, 92
reviewer preparations for, 92
of reviewers, 89
role in achieving perfection, 38
shepherd role in, (chapter), 97
value of, 96
workshopping, setting for, 73
writers’ workshops
as alternative to, xiv
(chapter), 85

Pride
writers’ workshop uncovering of, 41

Prior works
as best teacher for current work, 30

Privacy
protection of, importance in emotionally-
disturbed children story, 19

Private
See Also Collaboration; Shared
act of writing
vs. group criticism, as writers’ workshop
paradox, xv
vs. public evaluation in writers’ workshop, xv
making, limitations of emphasis on, 34

Problems
See Also Dangers; Negative; Responsibilities;
Setting
creative writers’ workshops, failure to observe
safety rules, 57
finding and fixing, as a purpose of the
workshop, 127
mean-spiritedness, moderator handling, 59
moderator
handling an obstreperous author, 112
handling confusion, 122
maintaining control during suggestions for
improvement stage, 141
readers lack of comprehension, 118
termination of work summary stage, 118

Process(es)
See Also Setting; Stages of the writers’
workshop; Tools
acceptance, shepherd’s role, 97, 100
creative, writer’s workshop role in the cycle of,
xv
planning, writers’ workshop applicability for, 2
review
journal and conference anonymous peer, 44
journals, shepherding aspects of, 45
organizational, attitudes that hinder, 45
revision, post-workshop handling of workshop
comments, 155
writers’ workshop
comment dynamics, 90
creative vs. technical community attitudes, 41
in educational context, 62
examination of, as goal of the book, xv
technical writers’ workshop overview, 3
writing, xiii
model, as goal of Part 1 “The Work of
Making Things,” xvii

Product launch
collateral material, writers’ workshops use for
review of, 4
technical writers’ workshop
as example, 8
as example of nightmare scenario, 142
failure of, 67

Professional
See Also Experienced writers; Practice(s)
vs. amateur, practice as differentiator, 37

Programming
See Also Software
extreme, “continuous integration” maxim, 17
object-oriented, vocabulary, technical writers’
workshop use, 78
pair
face-to-face interaction, 14
as group activity that assists the individual, 12
as group practice that aids individual
creativity, 1
(term description), 12
symbol definition in programming language
specification story, 16
vocabulary, technical writers’ workshop use, 78
Prosody
as craft language for poets, 141
Psychological
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions;
Responsibilities; Safety; Setting
benefit, of separation of author from work, 37
dimension, importance for writers’ workshop, xv
effects, of writers’ workshop-like work with
emotionally disturbed children, 19
safety, writers’ workshop atmosphere geared
towards, 2
Public
evaluation in writers’ workshop, vs. act of
writing, xv
Publication
See Also Literature
software pattern community difficulties and
solutions, 6
Punctuation
dash
Emily Dickinson use, 185
semantic value of, 162
minimal, of W. S. Merwin and Cormac
McCarthy, 162
Quality
See Also Arc, of maturation; Improvement
combined with speed, as writers’ workshop
advantage, xvii
distribution, within a piece, differentiating, 130
ensuring, statistical distribution role in, 181
identifying, in positive feedback stage, 127
Michelangelo strategies for creating, 178
QWAN (quality without a name), 78
seeking for, in positive feedback stage, 129
writing, technical writing attitude towards, 140
Questions
See Also Strategies; Tactics; Tools
by author, during clarifications stage, 147
framing comments as, 100
as moderator tactic, during work summary
stage, 118
for organization evaluation, 9
in suggestions for improvement stage, fiction,
137
as tactic for effective improvement suggestions,
144
what-if type, as skilled moderator tool, 62
Quiet
See Also Setting
importance for effectiveness of the workshop, 74
Quotations
See Also Examples; Stories
advantages of reading a piece to an audience, 86
Alexander, Christopher
"179. Alcoves" pattern from "A Pattern
Language," 176
"The Perfection of Imperfection," 129
anonymous, xiii
authors
benefit of writers’ workshop, 35
difficulties during fly-on-the-wall role, 114
as initial reader in a poetry workshop, 106
strategy for handling multiple suggestions,
138
Bernstein, Charles, "Sentences My Father
Used," 120
Christopher Alexander, "The Perfection of
Imperfection," 129
common seating arrangements, importance of,
72
confusion, creative workshop handling of, 120
content vs. technique as workshop material,
59
contradictory reviewer comments, 139
creativity, secret to, 27
dumbing down dangers, 165
educational value of reviewing, 90
Einstein, Albert, 27
Eliot, T. S., 171
"The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and
Criticism," 162
in emotionally disturbed children story, 19
example of software pattern, 177
experienced writers, benefits of workshop, 172
Feyerabend, Paul, 91
Gabriel, Richard
"Jimmy, Jimmy, O Jimmy Mc," 191
"Time Leaves," 189
Quotations (cont.)
gift effect of positive feedback, 128
glosses in poetry workshop initial readings, 104
healing qualities of writers’ workshop, xiii
Hugo, Richard, 27, 31
impact
on author of fly-on-the-wall role, 110
of gift-giving on child’s development, 49
on workshop of author presence, 110
Keats, John, 140, 171
King, Stephen, 19
leadership strategies, 66
location of moderator, 182
Lorca, Federico Garcia
"In Search of Duende," 178
"Scream to Rome," 190
Lorde, Audre, 169
magic of workshop for experienced writers, 172
Maxine Kumin’s leadership style, 65
Merwin, W. S., "Berryman," 167
MFA workshop failure, 48
National Geographic photographer image volumes, 38
Neruda, Pablo, 49
notetaking strategies, 88
Porter, Browning, 104
post-workshop revisions, handling comments, 155
protecting tone of workshop, guidelines for, 76
Sartore, Joel, National Geographic photographer image volumes, 38
shallow review advantages, 91
"Sharing Feelings or Being Clear or Communicating Subtlety" pattern, 195
Stafford, William, 26
Stevens, Wallace, "Of Mere Being," 121
summary-only workshop advantages, 124
take what is food for you and leave the rest, as author strategy for handling revisions, 138
value of
craft seminar plus workshop, 62
respect and insight, 59
revisions and practicing, 159
workshop
benefits, 95
experience, unexpected riches, 95
writing poems every day, as effective practice, 160
Quux
See Steele, Guy L. Jr.
QWAN (quality without a name)
See Also Alexander, Christopher; Quality;
Reasons why, writers’ workshops work as term used by technical writers’ workshops, 78
"The Rambler" by Samuel Johnson, 206
writing strategies, 169
Range
of comments
balance as consequence of, 133
in creative writers’ workshops, 164
of moderator experience, 61
of writers, writers’ workshop introduction to, as goal of book, xvii
Readers/reading
See Also Listening; Speaking; Stages of the writers’ workshop; Voice aloud, reinforcement of communication by, 102
alternative
to author as sole reader, 106
interpretations by audience, 117
to an audience, advantages, 86
author’s intentions, notetaking about differences between reader perception and, 118
autonomous role, limitations, 34
close
pedagogical tool, 181
writers’ workshop as a form of, 2
confusion, work summary uncovering of, 117
as culture-building component of national workshops, 81
feedback guidelines, (appendix), 201
inflections as aid to improvement, 102
initial
guidelines for how much to say, 104
in Hillside Group evaluation, 105
in presentation(s), 105
reaction to, 106
role in establishing context, 104
special workshopping instructions placed after, 130
as stage of the writers’ workshop, (chapter), 101
writers’ workshop, (chapter), 101
misunderstanding, summary of work as mechanism for detecting, 117, 120
Reasons why
beautiful things are beautiful, as concern of pattern community, xiv
comfortable things give comfort, as concern of pattern community, xiv
writers’ workshops work, See culture
gift(s)
ritual(s)
safety
work-in-progress
xenia
Recording
workshops, not recommended, 88
Recusion
when appropriate, 116
References
(chapter), 205
"New Princeton Encyclopedia of Poetry and Poetics," (footnote), 118
Reflection
See Also Craft; Improvement; Practice(s); Tools
on craft issues, in context of specific work, 16 as crucial improvement tool, 21
on desired experience, as workshop preparation, 92
on self-knowledge, 92
as thorough review preparation component, 89
on work results, as indicator of professional, 37
Reinforcement
See Also Benefits; Gift(s); Positive
of communication, reading aloud as, 102
of gift nature of workshop, positive feedback as, 133
for strong parts of the work, in positive feedback stage, 127
Relationships
See Also Collaboration; Culture; Role(s)
email, style of, between shepherd and author, 99
global, shallow and broad review handling of, 91
shepherding interpersonal chemistry role in, 46
nature of, 98
working, impact on effective workshops, 67
Relativism
postmodern, as barrier to effective craft discussions, 140
"release early, release often" as open source community maxim, 17
Release(ing)
content, writing as tool for, 19
frequent, workshops designed to handle, 18
mechanism, focus on craft as, 20
tension, during clarifications stage, 149
(term description), 17
"Released Into Language: Options for Teaching Creative Writing" by Wendy Bishop, 205, 183
Religions
gift economy in, 41
Repetitive making
vs. risky making, semantics of, 178
risky making emotional investment compared with, 29
(term description), 25
Reprimands
See Behavior; Rules
Requests
for deep reviews, protocol for, 91
by moderator, as exception to author silence rule, 111
placing after the initial reading, 107
Requirements
See Also Responsibilities
criticism, possible fix be included along with, 4
equipment, handling for workshop, 75
excellent pattern writing, deep seeing, 136
for moderator, 62
experience relative to group, 58
practice, for success in making things, 30, 37, 167
preparation, 85
for risky making, 26
safe writers’ workshop environment, xvi
sensitivity, canon-building precautions, 82
Requirements (cont.)
author safety and respect, 114
politeness, 114
Resources
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Creativity;
Culture; Games; Structure(s)
learning
experienced writers as, 168
writers' workshop as, 21
locating, 68
of the mind, writing as way to tap into, 18
review, 43
technical writing skills, 138
where to find writers' workshops, 2
Respect
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Politeness;
Positive, attitudes and attributes
factors that deepen, 59
as valuable characteristic in workshop
members, 59
as value of workshop preparation, 96
Response
See Also Attitudes and attributes;
Responsibilities
complex, positive feedback aid to, 128
connotations as, 119
to gift of work-in-progress, 37
of reader, work summary uncovering of, 117
of workshop, to work-in-progress gift of the
author, 152
Responsibilities
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Ethics;
Guidelines; Problems; Stages of the
writers' workshop; Strategies; Tactics
of audiences, 55
of authors
deciding if workshop with be of benefit or
not, 95
take what is food for you and leave the rest, 139
of moderators, 54
towards author during fly-on-the-wall role, 113
for author protection from insults, 112
damage control, 68
maintenance of control, 141
maintenance of positive tone, 63
monitoring the state of the author, 131, 141
vs. regular reviewer, 94
review order of pieces, 93
during suggestions for improvement, 144
teaching roles, 62
workshop pacing, 62
Revenge
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Dangers;
Negative; Responsibilities
seeking by author, during clarifications stage, 148
Review(s)
See Also Stages of the writers' workshop
actions
anonymous
advantages and disadvantages, 43, 109
as fly-on-the-wall strategy, 114
peer review process, 44
(term description), 43
code, writers' workshop format use with, 18
deep, request protocol, 91
of documentation, writers' workshops as
replacement for, 4
guidelines, 97
initial stage of, as initial review stage, 115
journal, shepherding process in, 45
literature-review errors, handling, in
suggestions for improvement stage, 135
order of pieces for
classification by moderator, 93
as moderator responsibility, 93
when there are multiple pieces for same
author, 107
organizational, 45
positive comments, bad effects of requiring
reviewers to provide, 132
presentations, 92
resources, 43
shallow
advantages, 91
as characteristic of workshop review, 91
thorough
advantages, 89
strategies for presentation of, 90
Reviewer/reviewing

- See Also Actions; Attitudes and attributes; Shepherds; Stages of the writers' workshop; Tactics
- attitude, impact of appearance on, 87
- author as fly on the wall as alternative to anonymous peer review, 110
- contradictory comments, subjective nature of writing indicated by, 139
- face-to-face, disadvantages of, 109
- importance of obtaining summarization from all reviewers, 123
- lazy, damage of, 90
- level, for shepherd, guidelines, 99
- order, guidelines for, 75
- preparation recommendations, 89
- for writers' workshops, 85
- resources for, 43
- rewrite of author's work, dangerous and inappropriate nature, 93
- shepherd as kind of, 97
- role in, 45
- suggestions for improvement as pure gifts to the author, 145
- software patterns, 136
- type of work, feedback on, as initial review stage, 115

Revision

- See Also Drafts; Practice(s)
- multiple strategies for as outcome of good suggestions for improvement stage, 138
- in poem about Leonardo da Vinci, 143
- of piece (chapter), 155
- handling author limitations, 143
- of poem, in creative poetry workshops, 14 practices Dickey, James, 157
- Paley, Grace, 158
- Richard Gabriel, 160
- Richard Gabriel, changes in, 160
- Schmitt, Richard, 158
- role, in developing writing skills, 158
- writing without, 185

Rewriting of poem

- See Also Dangers in creative poetry workshops, 14
- dangerous and inappropriate nature, 93
- as failure cause in creative writers' workshops, 48
- Reynolds, Joshua H.
  John Keats letter to, (quotation), 140

Right-brain activities

See Also Creativity; Games; Ritual(s)
- inter-session ritual use, 153

Risks

- See Also Failure(s); Safety
- of judgment, creating a context that reduces, 25
- making things under, as creative making's common denominator, 25
- sharing, as antidote to fear, 32

Risky making

- See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions; Failure(s); Safety; Setting
- acceptance and approval seeking in, 29
- vs. repetitive making, semantics of, 178
- repetitive making emotional investment compared with, 29
- reward for, in writers' workshop, 39 (term description), 25

Ritual(s)

- See Also Safety; Setting
- as culture component, 79
- end-points of workshop, particular value for, 108
- failures, in creative writers' workshops, 48
- formal initial reading, value of the, 102
- gift-giving nature of workshop enhanced by, 69
- inter-session, importance for managing dynamics of workshop, 153
- "Ritualized Friendship and the Greek City" by Gabriel Herman, xenia definition in, 181
- safe setting as primary purpose of, 69
- setting advantages of rules in, 46
- importance in gift giving, 46
- as shared culture component, in work-in-progress community, 37
- software vs. creative writing communities, 47
Ritual(s) (cont.)
of workshop cultures, 69
writers’ workshop
impact on the experience, 2
importance for effectiveness of, 2
the author reads, (chapter), 101
viewed as, 80
“Ritualized Friendship and the Greek City” by
Gabriel Herman, 206
xenia definition in, 181
Rivalry
See Also Reviewers/reviewing
as anonymous peer review complication, 43
Rohnert, Hans
“Pattern Languages of Program Design 4,”
206
Role(s)
See Also Audience(s); Author(s);
Moderator(s); Participant(s);
Reviewers/reviewing; Stages of the
writers’ workshop
audience, types of, 54
authors, as fundamental players in the
workshop, 54
autonomous readers, limitations, 34
of circumstances, in art making, 28
collaboration, in writers’ workshop “midwife”
job, 20
competition, in commodity economy, 42
distribution, in art making, 181
fly-on-the-wall author
creative vs. technical writers’ workshops, 72
importance, in suggestions for improvement
stage, 143
origins, 3
role violations, 113
stage of writers’ workshop, (chapter), 109
termination of, during clarifications stage,
147
workshop success dependent on, 114
of games, in creating culture, 81
gift economy
in forming bonds, 49
in lives of poets, 174
Hillside Group, in development of “Design
Patterns,” 5
interaction among, 63
moderator, 54
in bridging diverse experience levels, 58
coaching, in creative vs. technical writers’
workshops, 94
negotiation of
as pedagogical tool, 84
(term description), 84
in ritual setting, importance in gift giving,
46
separation of author from work, in art making,
39
shepherds, 97
in reviewing process, 45
target audience, importance in assessing
technical writing comprehensibility,
123
teacher
in creative writers’ workshops, 62
masterpieces as, in software patterns
community, 6
of triggers, in art making, 26, 28
work summary, 120
writers’ workshop
audience, 53
author, 2
in creative process cycle, xv
in finding direction for an author, xv
games master, 80
in maturation cycle, 173
moderator, 2
participants, 2
participants, (chapter), 53
Rooms
See Also Location; Ritual(s); Structure(s)
layout, importance for effectiveness of the
workshop, 71
shared, as culture component, 79
Ropes course
See Also Culture; Games
software pattern community use as bonding
exercise, 6
Rotation
of workshop leaders, advantages, 82
Rules
See Also Guidelines; Responsibilities;
Ritual(s); Safety
of behavior
importance in suggestions for improvement stage, 143
shared culture component, 37
enforcing, as responsibility of moderator, 54
of engagement, absence as drawback of anonymous peer review, 44
ground, importance for safe writers’ workshop environment, xvi
in ritual setting, advantages, 46
safe setting as primary purpose of, 69
software community rule acceptance of, 47
of technical writers’ workshop, Hillside Group design of, 8
value for creative writers’ workshop, 49
Rural location
See Also Location
as national writers’ workshop culture component, 78
Russian formalists
philosophy of, 3
Rut
breaking out of, games as stimulant for, 81
"The Sacred Wood: Essays on Poetry and Criticism" by T. S. Eliot, 206
(quotation), 162
Sacrifices
gift economy component of, 41
Safety
See Also Attitudes and attributes;
Responsibilities; Ritual(s); Setting
active listening as tool for protecting, 63
author
as consequence of work-in-progress attitude, 41
importance for, 69
protection from insults during workshop, 112
requirement for success of workshop, 110
deleterious impact on, of negative comments during positive feedback stage, 132
failure to observe rules for, as workshop danger, 57
mechanisms
guidelines, 141
in technical writers’ workshops, 55
psychological, writers’ workshop atmosphere geared towards, 2
setting, importance for authors, 69
Sanderson, David W.
“Smiley,” 207
in Ron Goldman’s pattern evaluation, 199
Sanderson, Doherty
“Smiley,” 207
in Ron Goldman’s pattern evaluation, 199
Sartore, Joel
(quotation), National Geographic photographer image volumes, 38
Scarcity
See Also Gift(s)
commodity economy based on, 42
Schacter, Daniel L.
“Searching for Memory,” 207
writing sources in the brain, 177
Schedule
See Also Format; Pacing; Time
priority of maintaining, in shepherd/author relationship, 99
Schmitt, Richard, 207
interview with the author, 207
revision practices, 158
Schneider, Pat
“The Writer as an Artist: A New Approach to Writing Alone and with Others,” 207, 175
School
See Teaching
Scientific
See Also Technical writers’ workshops
basis, as technical writers’ workshop subject, xvi
writing, things to look for, in suggestions for improvement stage, 137
"scratch your own itch” as motivation for collaborative involvement, 15
"Scream to Rome” by Federico Garcia Lorca (quotation), 190
“Searching for Memory” by Daniel L. Schacter, 207
writing sources in the brain, 178
Secret
See Also Benefits; Gift(s); Practice(s)
to creativity, (quotation), 27
to writing, revision as, 158
Seeing
See Also Listening
deep, as requirement for excellent pattern writing, 136
problems with, trigger traces in work, 169
writing relationship to, 170
Selection
See Also Craft; Practice(s); Triggers of details, creative writing, personal vs. needs of the piece, 15
in listening, as important author skill, 164
role in achieving perfection, 38
role in art making, 181
skills in, role in art making, 39
as strategy for practice, 166
Self
See Also Separation of author from work
-expression, limitations of emphasis on, 34
-organized workshops
dangers of, 66
moderator less important, 61
-organizing structures, games as resource for evolving, 81
"Self-Interviews" by James Dickey, 205
Semantics
See Also Craft
of creative writing, transparency vs. meaning, 122
of duende, 178
literal meaning vs. connotations, 119
of punctuation, 162
repetitive vs. risky making, 178
of work, inflections in speech relationship to, 102
Sensitivity
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions to criticism, varying levels of, impact on writers' workshop, 57
to group dynamics, as moderator requirement, 63
requirements, canon-building precautions, 82
"Sentences My Father Used" by Charles Bernstein (quotation), 120
Separation of author from work
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Fly-on-the-wall author role; Work-in-progress as benefit of writers' workshop, 37
importance of, 114
as key attitude, 145
role in art making, 39
as skill aided by working on other people's work, 16
Sestina
See Also Poetry
as technical term from literature vocabulary, 78
Setting
See Also Context; Culture; Location; Ritual(s); Structure(s)
audience impact on, 73
contemplative, advantages, 74
formal
creative vs. technical writers workshops, 57
software community acceptance, 47
geographical, of workshop, (chapter), 77
group level, for novices, 57
guidelines for handling equipment, 75
out-of-the-ordinary, as source of strength in writers' workshops, 81
outdoors, potential distractions, 74
pedagogical, as workshop context, 84
for performance and presentation
workshopping, 73
physical, importance of people arrangement, 71
ritual
advantages of rules in, 46
formality value, 49
importance in gift giving, 46
safe, shared culture value for, 71
special, requirements for, 74
specialized, selecting for specific workshops, 74
of writers' workshops, (chapter), 69
Sewanee Writers' Conference
See Also Conferences
as creative writers' workshop, 2
workshop leader characteristics, 64
Shakespeare, William
sonnets, 89
as canon component, 80
Shallow review
See Also Review(s)
advantages of, 91
as characteristic of workshop review, 91
Shapiro, Alan

denotative gloss advocacy, 104

Shared

See Also Collaboration; Communities; Culture
accommodations
as culture component, 79
danger of not participating in, 183
culture
cliques as danger of, 183
safe setting created by, 71
of work-in-progress community, 37
experiences, as binding force for workshop participants, 78
gift, work-in-progress as essence of, 87
history, as binding force for workshop participants, 78
knowledge, as culture component, 77
ownership, suggestions for improvement stage threat to, 141
purpose, of work-in-progress community, 37
risks, as antidote to fear, 32
stories, as culture component, 80
vocabulary, as binding force for workshop participants, 78
world view, as binding force for workshop participants, 78
"Sharing Feelings or Being Clear or Communicating Subtlety" pattern (quotation), 195

Sheep

See Also Stories
in Pablo Neruda’s story of gift-giving, 50

Shepherds

See Also Reviewers/reviewing (chapter), 97
comments, importance of establishing the right tone, 98
in creative writing world, 183
interactions with, 99
in journal reviews, 45
kindness importance in, 99
Neil Harrison Shepherding Award, 184
power of balancing with effective review, 99
in determining conference acceptance for author, 100
preparation use of, 89
as representative of writers’ workshop culture, 98
reviewing
level guidelines, 99
role, 45
technical writers’ workshop development of, 8
as practice different from traditional conferences, 8
(term description), 45, 89, 97

Short

pieces
initial reading for, 107
written on location, as one type of writers’ workshop, 70
-term efforts, See brainstorming critiques
master classes

Shorthand comments
See Also Emoticons
for repeated phrases, 133

Sistine Chapel frescoes by Michelangelo
skills and “tricks” used to create, 179

Size

See Also Setting
ideal, for writers’ workshop, 53

Skill(s)

See Also Attitudes and attributes; Craft; Listening; Practice(s); Teaching; Tools
in criticism, role in art making, 39
improvement
as benefit of workshopping, 15
as goal of writers’ workshop, 110
as writers’ workshop benefit, 173
in making things, attention and practice, 26
moderator
tools, active listening, 63
tools, interrelated comments, 62
tools, what-if type questions, 62
separation of author from work, aided by working on other people’s work, 16
teaching, importance for creative writers’ workshop leaders, 61
writing
revision role, 158
teaching technologists the value of, 62
Smileys
as emoticon name, 198
"Smileys" by Doherty Sanderson and David W. Sanderson, 207
in Ron Goldman’s pattern evaluation, 199
Snake Lake
as shared story culture component, 80
special meaning for Warren Wilson College alumni, 78
Snyder, Gary
as creative writers’ workshop leader, 65
readings at the Art of the Wild conference, 82
Social mechanisms
See Culture; Group(s); Ritual(s); Setting
Software
See Also Creative writing; Technical, writing
belief that it is repetitive making, 26
code review, writers’ workshop format use with, 18
communities
cross fertilization with creative writing community insights and practices, xvii
Hillside Group introduction to writers’ workshops, 5
literature building efforts, 6
writers’ workshop history in, xiv
community, formal setting acceptance by, 47
development
characteristics of the work, 34
software patterns vs. formalist paradigm, 6
extreme programming, "continuous integration" maxim, 17
making, commonalities with art making, 28
object-oriented programming, vocabulary, technical writers’ workshop use, 78
open-source projects, writers’ workshop compared with, xiv
pair programming
face-to-face interaction, 14
as group activity that assists the individual, 12
as group practice that aids individual creativity, 1
pattern community, conferences, 6
patterns, vs. formalist paradigm, 6
technical expertise, impact on writers’ workshop, 56
writers’ workshop approach applicable to, 2f
Songs
See Also Games; Music; Ritual(s)
inter-session ritual use, 153
Sonnets of Shakespeare
See Also Poetry
as canon component, 80
craft elements, 89
Sound
See Also Setting
as potential distraction, 74
Speaking
See Also Listening; Voice
brain mechanisms different from writing, illustrated by story of brain-damaged boy, 18
Special instructions
placing after the initial reading, 107, 130
Speed
See Also Practice(s)
of improvement, as writers’ workshop advantage, xvii
writing, impact of overcoming fear on, 161
Spiritual
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Culture components, of gift, 42
leaders, of workshop culture, 80
magic, writing in flow as, 181
ownership, as aspect of work-in-progress gift, 86
Squaw Valley
See Also Conferences
Art of the Wild conference, Gary Snyder’s readings, 82
Community of Writers Workshop in Poetry as established creative writers’ workshop, 77
writing on location at, 82
Stafford, William
"Writing the Australian Crawl," (quotation), 26
Stages of the writers’ workshop
See Also Creative writers’ workshops;
Technical writers’ workshops; Writers’ workshops
author as fly on the wall, (chapter), 109
clarifications, (chapter), 147
as goal of Part 2: “Writers’ Workshop,” xviii
initial reading, (chapter), 101
positive feedback
as creative writers’ workshop leader, 65, 173
importance of practice to, 159
Strangeness
See Also Attitudes and attributes
as source of quality, 129
as virtue in poetry and writers’ workshops, 81
Strategies
See Also Guidelines; Responsibilities; Tactics
author
for handling multiple suggestions, 138
multiple approaches, 138
in poem about Leonardo da Vinci, 143
practice, imitation use, 164
content discussion deflection, 66
for effective practice, selection as, 166
fly-on-the-wall, anonymous peer review as, 114
focus
on work, 112
on work-in-progress, 70
improvement, novices, 30
listening, enhancement, 66
notetaking, (quotation), 88
pedagogical
bad side-effects of uncritical constant praise, 141
writing on location, 82
revision, in good suggestions for improvement sessions, 138
thorough review presentation, 90
writing, Samuel Johnson, 169
Strengths
See Also Positive
emphasizing, in effective leadership style, 66
identifying, in positive feedback stage, 127
Structure(s)
See Also Order; Pattern(s)
of book, xvi
narrative
as creative writers’ workshop subject, xvi
as technical term from literature vocabulary, 78
organizational reward, as drawback in organizational review process, 45
outline and planning, role in making things, 168
room layout format, importance for effectiveness of the workshop, 71
self-organizing, games as resource for evolving, 81
sentence, Samuel Johnson and Rick Bass, 162
summarization workshop, advantages and characteristics, 124
of technical writers’ workshop, Hillside Group design of, 8
writers’ workshop format
code review use, 18
overview, 3
purpose of, 4
of writing, as source of quality, 129
Style
See Also Appearance; Craft
e-mail relationship, between shepherd and author, 99
of workshop
culture, variations in, 69
importance of determining in advance, 94
writing, as source of quality, 129
"Style: Toward Clarity and Grace" by Joseph M. Williams, 207
Stylized behavior
of writers’ workshop, importance for effectiveness of, 2
Subjective components of writing
See Also Comments; Writing
reflected in contradictory reviewer comments, 138
Success(ful)
See Also Benefits; Positive; Reasons why, writers’ workshops work;
Responsibilities
making things, practice requirements, 30, 37, 167
operation, how and why vs. doing it, xv
practice, vs. analysis of how something works, xv
risky making, groups importance for, 32
writers’ workshop
author expectations and emotions impact on, 61
author safety and respect requirement, 114
fly-on-the-wall role crucial to, 114
generosity importance, 8
politeness requirement for, 114
writing for target audience, obtaining feedback, 117
Sugar Loaf PLoP (Latin America) conference
See Also Conferences
as regional PL oP conference, 177
Suggestions for improvement
See Also Feedback; Stages of the writers’ workshop
audience responsibilities, 144
author strategies for handling, 138
behavior rules importance for effective transmission of, 143
competitive attitude dangers, 141
cr e concrete, value of, 135
effective comment characteristics, 138
handling confusion about, 184
moderator control responsibilities and strategies, 141
moderator responsibilities, 144
reviewers, in software patterns community, 136
in scientific and technical writing, things to look for, 137
as stage of writers’ workshop
(chapter), 135
effective comments in, 138
workshopping example, 198
tactics, creative writers’ workshop, 136
workshopping examples, 198
creative writers’ workshop, 187
writers’ workshop facilitation of, 2

Summarization
See Also Stages of the writers’ workshop in creative writers’ workshops, workshopping example, 190
crucial value of, 124
importance of obtaining from all reviewers, 123
as opening interaction by shepherd, 99
problems
readers lack of comprehension, 118
when to terminate, 118
as source of acceptance, 124
in technical writers’ workshops
author explanations after, 105
workshopping example, 197
value to author of, 125
of work, as writers’ workshop stage, (chapter), 115
workshop, advantages and characteristics, 124

"Summer of Deliverance" by Christopher Dickey, 205
"The Sun Singer" statue
as Allerton Park feature, 79
Supervisors
impact on effective workshops, 67
Support group
See Communities
Surrogate author
situations where needed, 67
Swannanoa, North Carolina
as Warren Wilson College location, 187
Swarming behavior
writers’ workshop compared with, xiv
Sweatheart
See Also Culture
as Warren Wilson College idiom, 78, 80
Symbol definition story
See Also Stories
as example of triggering situation handling, 16

Tact
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Responsibilities; Tactics
importance in helping students to listen, 66
in two skinny dogs in plaza of Taos Pueblo story, 102

Tactics
See Also Guidelines; Responsibilities; Strategies
for emotional closure, in wrapping up stage, 151
moderator
towards author during fly-on-the-wall role, 113
ensuring that praise is honest, 132
handling an obstreperous author, 112
handling confusion, 122
handling confusion about work, 120
handling well-explored subjects, 140
incomplete work summaries, 118
when author is distressed, 132, 144
question-asking, for effective improvement suggestions, 144
revision, 163, 164
software patterns, suggestions for improvement, 136
Tactics (cont.)
suggestions for improvement
creative writers’ workshop, 136
technical writers’ workshop, 136
Take what is food for you and leave the rest
as effective author strategy for handling
multiple suggestions, 138
Taos Pueblo
two skinny dogs story, 102
followup experience, 104
Target audience
See Also Goals
of book, xvii
crucial role in assessing technical writing
comprehensibility, 123
writing for, obtaining feedback on success, 117
Teaching
See Also Craft; Learning; Tools; Writers’
workshops
context
eamples of, 84
fly-on-the-wall strategy can work with
anonymous review, 114
impact on participant qualifications, 56
interaction of craft lectures and
workshopping process, 62
feedback guidelines, (appendix), 201
handling diverse experience levels, moderator
as teacher role, 56, 58
moderator as teacher, vs. moderator as author, 67
opportunity, each piece potential for, 129
skills of, importance for effective moderators, 61
strategies
bad side-effects of uncritical constant praise, 141
imitation as, 164
tools
one-on-one conferences, 81
Warren Wilson College MFA program, 181
writing method books, 183
workshop steps, as moderator responsibility, 62
writers’ workshops, bibliographic references, 183
writing
creative writers’ workshop role, 62
"The Elephants Teach: Creative Writing
Since 1880" by D. G. Myers, 206
as gift of non-author leaders, 68
practice as tool for, 84
"Released Into Language: Options for
Teaching Creative Writing" by Wendy
Bishop, 205
role of masterpieces and exemplars, 6
role of moderator, 54, 94, 182
role of work itself, 30
software pattern community practices for, 6
value of close reading, 181
value of confusion and misunderstanding, 122
value of identifying good parts of a piece, 130
value of on-location writing, 82
value of workshop preparation, 96
Technical
See Also Creative writing
basis, as technical writers’ workshop subject, xvi
content, handling of, 59
people, teaching the value of writing to, 62
review, vs. writers’ workshop, 60
work
triggers relationship to, 16
triggers role in, 27
writing
benefits of book, xvii
comprehensibility assessment dependent on
target audience, 123
content privileged over writing quality, 140
vs. creative writing, Richard Gabriel’s
experience, 185
examining for quality, 130
information transfer importance in, 116
(term description), xviii
things to look for in suggestions for
improvement stage, 137
transparency and understandability in, 119
Technical writers’ workshops
See Also Creative writers’ workshops;
Pattern(s); Teaching; Writers’
workshops; Writing
audience safety mechanisms in, 55
conference innovations, 8
vs. creative writers' workshops
aggressiveness in, 185
benefits of workshop, 170
clarity and understanding of work, 119
craft expertise of workshop moderators, 64
craft topics, 165

family-like behavior in, 58
fly-on-the-wall role, 72
formal setting adherence differences, 57
game types, 81
initial reading, 101
shallow review advantages, 92
suggestions for improvement tactics, 136
summarization of piece as area of greatest
difference, 3
summary of work, 115, 116
teaching role of moderator, 94

example of well-known, 77
of workshopping practice, 195
importance of summary of work for, 116
overview of the process, 3
strategies for maintaining focus on work, 70

technical content handling, 59
(term description), xviii
vs. traditional scientific conferences and
workshops, 8

vocabulary of, 78
where to find, 2
work summary recommendations, 118

Tension
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions
around content as appropriate topic for
discussion, 139
release, during clarifications stage, 149

Term descriptions
acceptance, 29, 124
active listening, 63
amphitheater, natural, 73
annotation, 182
anonymous peer review, 43
approval, 29, 124
audiences, 53
non-participatory, 54
participatory, 54
brainstorming, 11
charrette(s), 12
commodity economy, 42
contributors, 182
courage, 167
creative
writers' workshops, xiv, xviii
writing, xiv, xviii
critiques, 11
culture, 77
deviance, positive, 130
distribution, normal, 179
duende, 178
economy
commodity, 42
gift, 41
essay, 168
fly-on-the-wall author role, 113
formalist paradigm, 6
gift(s), economy, 41
integration, 17
listening, active, 63
making
repetitive, 25
risky, 25
master class, 13
moderator(s), 53
natural voice, 159
negative, capability, 171
Term descriptions (cont.)
- normal distribution, 179
- open source, 12
- pair, programming, 12
- participant(s), audiences that are, 54
- pattern, 6, 163, 175
- languages, 6, 175
- piece(s), workshop, 163
- plot, 137
- positive, deviance, 130
- programming, pair, 12
- release(ing), 17
- repetitive making, 25
- review(s), anonymous, 43
- risky making, 25
- role negotiation, 84
- shepherds, 45, 89, 97
- standard deviation, 179
- "stealing," 161
- stories, 137
- technical
  - writers' workshops, xviii
  - writing, xviii
- topos, 117
- transparency, 119
- triggers, 26
- understandability, 119
- voice, natural, 159
- waitstaff, 182
- workshop, piece, 163
- writers' workshops, 1, 35, 39, 80
- writing
  - creative, xiv, xviii
  - technical, xviii
- xenia, 42

Termination
See Also Stages of the writers' workshop
- fly-on-the-wall role, during clarifications stage, 147
- of session
  - when author is distressed, 144
  - when author is obstreperous, 113
  - when reviewers are obnoxious, 142
  - with the summary, when needed and appropriate, 123
- of work summary stage, as moderator problem, 118

Territoriality as drawback
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Negative in organizational review process, 45
in writers' workshop interactions, 61

Thanks
See Also Gift(s); Xenia
- by author, during clarifications stage, 148
- "The Palm at the End of the Mind" by Wallace Stevens, 207
- "The Passion of Emily Dickinson" by Judith Farr, 206

Themes
See Also Content; Culture
- of book, See
  - gift(s)
  - role(s)
  - teaching
  - work-in-progress
- writers' workshops, creative vs. technical
  - as unifying focus for mixed groups, 65
  - in work, focus on, as failure cause in creative writers' workshops, 48

Thomas, Frank
- "Disney Animation: The Illusion of Life," 207

Thorough review
See Also Review(s)
- advantages of, 89
- strategies for presentation of, 90

Time
See Also Pacing; Setting
- of writers' workshop sessions, 4
- "Time Leaves" by Richard Gabriel (quotation), 189
  - as workshopping example, 187
- "The Timeless Way of Building" by Christopher Alexander, 205
  - as canon component, 80

Tone
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Ritual(s);
- Setting
  - negative, warding against in positive feedback stage, 131
  - positive, moderator responsibility to maintain, 63
  - of shepherd relationship, 98
- of workshop
  - guidelines for protecting, 76
helper or owner attitude impact on, 60
putdowns effect on, 61

Tools
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Craft; Culture; Responsibilities; Strategies; Structure(s); Tactics; Teaching
close reading
as pedagogical tool, 181
writers’ workshop as a form of, 2
for craft improvement
examination of craft masters, 89
practice as, 21, 89
reflection as, 21
suggestions for improvement stage, 135
writing about craft elements, 84
for discovery, writing as, 19, 168
pedagogical
confusion and misunderstanding as, 122
Warren Wilson College MFA program, 181
of skilled moderator
active listening, 63
interrelated comments, 62
what-if questions, 62
teaching, writing method books, 183
trust, for overcoming fear, 169
work summary, for unmasking of confusion and misunderstanding, 123
for writing, writing method books, 183

Topos
See Also Craft; Meta level
(term description), (footnote), 117
Training
See Also Responsibilities; Teaching
of novice moderators, 63
in creative writers’ workshops, 64

Transformation
See Also Benefits; Improvement
in emotionally disturbed children story, 20
of group, through magic of gift economy, 49
of initial triggers into craft, workshop help with, 136
"The Transformation of Silence into Language and Action" by Audre Lorde, 206

Transparency
See Also Attitudes and attributes;
Clarification/clarity
in creative writing, 120
vs. meaning, in poetry, 122
(term description), 119

"The Triggering Town" by Richard Hugo, 206
(quotiation), 27, 31

Triggers
See Also Craft; Creativity
characteristics of, 27
external nature, relationship to writers’ workshop, 28
practices and, (chapter), 25
problems with residue traces of, 169
relationship to work product, 16
residue remaining of, possible confusions resulting from, 117
role in art making, 26, 28
technological making, 27
separation from autobiography, 182
(term description), 26
transformation of, workshop help with, 136

Trust
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Emotions; Tools
courage relationship to, 169
development, reasons for, in a writers’ workshop, 47
enforcement, by authors staying together for duration of workshop, 70
as gift of the author, 35

Tufte, Edward R.
"Envisioning Information," 207
"The Visual Display of Quantitative Information," 207
"Visual Explanations: Images and Quantities, Evidence and Narrative," 207
"Twenty Poems" by Pablo Neruda, 206, 182

Two skinny dogs story, 102
See Also Stories
followup experience, 104

Types of
See Also Structure(s)
audience, 54
comments
draft level impact on, 86
in suggestions for improvement stage, 138
experience, 56, 57
fear, 29
Types of (cont.)
feedback from
creative writers' workshops, 88
technical writers' workshops, 87
games, creative vs. technical writers workshops, 81
pieces, moderator classification, 93
questions, as skilled moderator tool, 62
work, feedback on, as initial review stage, 115
writers' workshops
See Also Writers' workshops, creative vs. technical
prepared vs. on-location writing, 70

Understandability
See Also Clarification/clarity
(term description), 119

Uniform seating arrangements
See Also Setting
importance for effectiveness of the workshop, 72

University of Iowa
See Also Conferences
history of, bibliographic reference, 177
as writers' workshop origin, 1

UP (Using Patterns) conference
See Also Conferences
as regional PLoP conference, 177

User-visible patterns
See Also Pattern(s)
characteristics and aesthetics, 93
workshopping example, 195

Validation
See Also Acceptance; Approval
need for, deleterious impact on success of workshop, 61

Variables (software)
Local Variables pattern example, 177

Venues and vehicles
See Also Reviewers/reviewing
for reviewing, 43

Viereck, George Sylvester
"What Life Means to Einstein: An Interview by George Sylvester Viereck," 206

"The Visual Display of Quantitative Information" by Edward R. Tufte, 207
"Visual Explanations: Images and Quantities, Evidence and Narrative" by Edward R. Tufte, 207

Vlissides, John
as 'Design Patterns" author, 78
"Design Patterns: Elements of Reusable Object-Oriented Software," 206

Vocabulary
See Also Craft
literature, creative writers' workshop use, 78
technical writers' workshops, 78
understanding, as benefit of workshopping, 15

Voice
See Also Listening; Readers/reading
importance in reading of poetry, 102
natural
as consequence of growth as writer, 171
(term description), 160
as writing and revision aid, 160

Voigt, Ellen Bryant
as outstanding creative writers' workshop leader, 65, 187

Vulnerabilities
See Also Attitudes and attributes
of creative writers vs. software writers, 48
fear of exposure, in risky making, 29

Waitstaff
See Also Conferences
in creative writers' workshops, (term description), 182

Wally(s)
See Also Culture
creation myth, as shared myth culture component, 80
as Warren Wilson College idiom, 78

Warmth
See Also Attitudes and attributes
in two skinny dogs in plaza of Taos Pueblo story, 102

Warren Wilson College MFA program
See Also Conferences; Creative writers' workshops
culture of, 78, 79
Index

educational philosophy of, 84
examples of workshop experiences, 187
"MFA Program for Writers Handbook," 207 (quotation), 76
teaching tools, 181

Weakness
See Also Dangers; Responsibilities
moderator, as failure cause in creative writers' workshops, 48
"What Life Means to Einstein: An Interview by George Sylvester Viereck," 206
What-if questions
See Also Tactics; Tools
as skilled moderator tool, 62
Whitman, Walt
as canon member, 80
Williams, Joseph M.
"Style: Toward Clarity and Grace," 207
Wilson, Ian
summary analysis of "Scream to Rome," 190
thesis, 207

Women
positive feedback difficulties, 132
writers, including in canon-building, 82

Words
See Also Semantics
denotation vs. connotation of, 119

Work
See Also Piece(s); Work-in-progress
attributes that contribute to quality, 129
completion of, 166
defensiveness about, disadvantages of, 111
focus on
as antidote to focusing on fear, 31
author reference strategies for maintaining, 112
in comments, as goal, 92
as magic of the gift, 35
good parts, pedagogical value, 130
of making things
coda, (chapter), 167
(part), 23
objectification of, as benefit of writers' workshop, 37
revising the, (chapter), 155
separation of self from
as benefit of writers' workshop, 37
importance of, 114
as key attitude, 145
role in art making, 39
as skill aided by working on other people's work, 16
state of, appropriate for a workshop, 42
summarization of, (chapter), 115
type of, feedback on, as initial review stage, 115

Work-in-progress
See Also Collaboration; Drafts; Gift(s); Improvement; Writers' workshops
accurate reaction to, as goal of writers' workshop, 106
attitude, consequences, 41
(chapter), 33
collaborative help with, 34
community, shared purpose and culture of, 37
dangers, ameliorating, 69
gift
of the author, 35
of the author, workshop response, 152
as essence of shared gift, 87
trust encouragement by, 47
in writers' workshop community, 42
grand performance contrasted with, 35
impact of piece's appearance on expectations of, 86
improvement, as goal of writers' workshop, 110
integrity, respecting, during suggestions for improvement stage, 135
as state of mind, appropriate for a workshop, 43
as strategy for maintaining focus on work in technical writers' workshops, 70
writers' workshop viewed as, 37
"Working for National Geographic Magazine" by Joanna Pinneo, 206, 178

Working relationships
impact on effective workshops, 67
Wrapping up stage
See Also Stages of the writers' workshop
of writers' workshop, (chapter), 151

Wright, James
influence on Richard Gabriel's "Time Leaves," 187
translation of Pablo Neruda's "Twenty Poems," 182
"The Writer as an Artist: A New Approach to Writing Alone and with Others" by Pat Schneider, 207, 175

Writerly fingerprints
See Also Reviewers/reviewing as anonymous review inhibitor, 114

Writers
See Author(s); Experienced writers; Novice(s); Writers’ workshops

Writers’ workshops
See Also Creative writers’ workshops; History of writers’ workshops; Technical writers’ workshops

benefits of, experience level changes in, 170
bibliographic references, 183
(chapter), 1
characteristics summary, 174
creative, See Creative writers’ workshop
creative vs. technical aggressiveness in, 185
attitudes towards workshop process, 41
audience, 53, 55
benefits of workshop, 170
clarity and understanding of work, 119
comment range, 164
comparison, xvi
content as subject for comments, 139
craft expertise of workshop moderators, 64
expert writers as moderators, 173
explanations in initial reading of work, 105
family-like behavior in, 58
fly-on-the-wall role, 72
formal setting adherence differences, 57
game types, 81
handling confusion in, 121, 122
initial reading, 101
shallow review advantages, 92
suggestions for improvement tactics, 136
summarization of piece as area of greatest difference, 3
summary of work, 115, 116
teaching role of moderator, 94
things to look for in suggestions for improvement stage, 137
transparency and understandability in, 119
types of feedback from, 87, 88
value of good writing in its own right, 90
culture ascertaining in advance, 94
shepherd as representative of, 98
dynamics, variations dependent on moderator skills, 64
effective, hallmarks of, 149
essential characteristics, 2
experienced moderators, gift economy and, 182
external nature of process, 28
failure, explosive possibilities, 41
feedback guidelines, (appendix), 201
finding, 68
format code review use, 18
overview, 3
purpose of, 4
gift acceptance and approval as, 39
exchange in, 35, 42
work-in-progress as, 42
gift economy as characteristic of, 80
experienced moderators and, 182
vs. paid moderators, as paradox, xv
xenia as spirit of, 43
goals, See Goals, writers’ workshops
healing qualities of, (quotation), xiii
history of as binding force for workshop participants, 78
in creative writing, xiv, 1, 2, 177
in software patterns community, xiv, 4, 7
hopping, as bad practice for building trust, 70
how it works, examination of, as goal of the book, xvi
leader, See Moderator(s)
location and setting of, (chapter), 77
moving from one to another, vs. staying with one over a long period of time, 18
as object of study to patterns community, xiv

pacing moderator management, 94
as moderator responsibility, 62
(part), 51
preparing for, (chapter), 85
as presentation and science workshop alternative, xiv
process, examination of, as goal of the book, xv
purpose
avenues of improvement, not criticism, 135
making piece best it can be, 135
as release early phenomenon, 17
as risk sharing mechanism, 32
roles, (chapter), 53
science, writers' workshop as alternative to, xiv
self-organized
dangers of, 66
moderator less important, 61
session
length, 4
length, for on-going workshops, 4
termination, when author is distressed, 144
termination, when author is obstreperous, 113
termination, when reviewers are obnoxious, 142
termination with the summary, 123
setting, (chapter), 69
stages
author as fly on the wall, (chapter), 109
clarifications, (chapter), 147
as goal of Part 2—"Writers' Workshop," xvii
initial reading, (chapter), 101
positive feedback, (chapter), 127
positive feedback, workshopping example, 197
suggestions for improvement, (chapter), 135
suggestions for improvement, workshopping example, 198
summarization of work, (chapter), 115
summarization of work, workshopping example, 197
the author reads, (chapter), 101
wrapping up, (chapter), 151
starting, 96
strangeness as virtue in, 81
success
fly-on-the-wall role crucial to, 114
politeness crucial to, 114
summary-only, advantages and characteristics, 124
technical, See Technical writers' workshop
(term description), 1, 35, 39, 80
types of, 70
what it is not, xvi
where to find, 2
why they work, See
  gift(s)
  responsibilities
  ritual(s)
  safety
  work-in-progress
  xenia
as work-in-progress, 37
workshop piece
  See Also Dumbing down as danger
  (term description), 163
Writers's Conference (Napa Valley)
  See Also Conferences
writing on location at, 82
Writing
  See Also Craft; Teaching; Tools; Writers' workshops
brain mechanisms
different from speaking, illustrated by story
  of brain-damaged boy, 18
writing sources, 178
as content releaser, 19
creative
  community, informality preferences, 47
craft expertise, impact on writers' workshop, 56
detail selection, personal vs. needs of the
  piece, 15
  (term description), xiv, xviii
transparency and understandability in, 119
difficulty buried nature of, as source of discussion
  difficulties, 140
difficulties and process, xiii
as discovery tool, 19, 168
family, writers' workshop as, 35
flow in
  magic of, 181
  "Writing in Flow" description of, 178
  group practices that benefit, (chapter), 11
on-location
  as one type of writers' workshop, 70
  in pattern conferences, 83
  as teaching strategy, 82
pair, as activity that assists the individual
  writer, 12
Writing (cont.)
as pervasive atmosphere and them, of national workshops, 81
prepared vs. on-location, as classifier for writers' workshops, 70
process, model, as goal of Part 1-"The Work of Making Things," xvii
as release vehicle for emotionally disturbed child, 20
without revising, 185
skills
learning from experienced writers, 168
practice role, 168
revision, (chapter), 155
revision role, 158
teaching technologists the value of, 62
speed, impact of overcoming fear on, 161
strategies, Samuel Johnson, 169
structure of, as source of quality, 129
style, as source of quality, 129
subjective components, reflected in contradictory reviewer comments, 138
teaching
creative writers' workshop role, 62
as gift of non-author leaders, 68
role of masterpieces and exemplars, 6
role of moderator, 54, 94, 182
role of work itself, 30
software pattern community practices for, 6
value of close reading, 181
value of confusion and misunderstanding, 122
value of identifying good parts of a piece, 130
value of on-location writing, 82
value of workshop preparation, 96
technical
benefits of book, xvii
comprehensibility assessment dependent on target audience, 123
content privileged over writing quality, 140
examining for quality, 130
information transfer importance in, 116
(term description), xviii
things to look for in suggestions for improvement stage, 137
transparency and understandability in, 119
tools
practice, 89
study of masters' craft, 89
writing method books, 183
at the workshop
as one type of writers' workshop, 70
as teaching strategy, 82
"Writing and Sense of Self: Identity Negotiation in Writing Workshops" by Robert E. Brooke, 205, 183
"Writing in Flow" by Susan K. Perry, 206
flow in writing, 178
"Writing the Australian Crawl" by William Stafford
(quotation), 26
"Writing Workshops: Guidelines for Feedback" by Linda Elkin (appendix), 201
Xenia
See Also Attitudes and attributes; Culture; Generosity; Gift(s); Relationships in advanced workshop characteristics, 171
attributes, 80
bibliographic references for definitions of, 181
deleterious impact of money on, 46
destructive effect of a bad workshop leader on, 103
gift economy embedded in, 42
importance during suggestions for improvement stage, 145
magic of, initial reading stimulus for, 101
as spirit of gift-giving in writers' workshop, 43
(term description), 42
Yeats, William Butler
craft elements, 89
Young, Dean
craft elements, 89
in "Jimmy, Jimmy, O Jimmy Mc" notes, 191